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EC Foreign Ministers Discuss Yugoslav Situation 

To Monitor Cease-Fire 

LD2907171691 Brussels La Une Radio Network 

in French 1600 GMT 29 Jul 97 

[Excerpt] Yugoslav Federal Prime Minister Ante Mark- 
ovic 18 mn Brussels to meet the foreign ministers of the | 2. 
The meeting. which began at about 1500. has just ended. 
Valene Hirsch 1s on the spot: 

{Hirsch} Yes. Dutch Foreign Minister Hans van den 
Broek, who 1s the current chairman of the Council, has just 
this minute announced the decisions made by the | 2. The 
EC gives priority to the maintenance of the cease-fire i= 
Croatia; therefore, the mission of the observers s¢™% to 
Slovenia will be extended to Croatia, and the number of 
observers will be rarsed from 50 to around 100, indeed 200 
observers. These observers, who will be either police or 
soldiers in civilian clothing, will come above all from the 
EC. but also—and this 1s new—from the 35 member 
countnes of the CSCE. 

Something else which 1s new 1s that these observers will 
im fact monitor mixed patrols made up of members of 
the Yugoslav People’s Army and the Croatian force who 
will themselves be insuring that the ceasefire 1s honored. 
Finally, the European troikka—in other words the Dutch. 
Luxembourg. and Portuguese foreign ministers—will go 
to Yugoslavia at the end of the week to meet all the 
parties to the conflict, thus including the Serbian and 
Croatian governments. The EC is also ready to grant 
economic ard to Yugoslavia, but on condition that a 
negotiated solution 1s found. 

Finally, the Yugoslav prime minister stressed the need to 
implement all the pomts of the Brioni agreement: We 
must avoid chaos and anarchy, he said. It 1s essential to 
guarantee the legal frameworks if we want the federal 
governments [as heard] and the Yugoslav republics to 
retain some control im the country. Valerie Hirsch live, 
from the Council of Ministers. [passage omitted] 

Dumas Presents Peace Plan 

LD2907 182981 Paris France-inter Radio Network 

in French 1700 GMT 29 Jul 91 

[Text] French diplomacy 1s coming to the rescue of 
Yugoslavia’ French Foreign Affairs Minister Roland 
Dumas today presented to his EC partners as well as to 
Yugoslav leaders a 10-point plan aimed at restoring 
peace 10 Yugoslavia and launching a dialogue between 
the secessionists and federalists. | propose that you listen 
to Roland Dumas who was questioned by Anne-Marne 
Mouradian 

[Begin Dumas recording] The troika will go to Yugo- 
slavia before the weekend to install an effective cease- 
fire: It has im fact become apparent that everyone 1s 
agreed in considering that other discussions could take 
place once the cease-fire became a reality. For this tc 
happen, the cease-fire will have to be decreed by the 
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federal authorities and accepted by the republics, but 
will also be the subject of on-the-spot verification: The 
Community 1s ready to send extra observers whose 
mission will be to watch over the proper execution of the 
cease-fire and to reveal the breaches which might occur. 
If the cease-fire 1s effective, a national conference will be 
able to open and this would bring together the federal 
and republican authorities with the representatives of 
ine Community: Its objective will be to discuss the 
institutional future of Yugoslavia. The Yugoslav author- 

ities asked for help from the Community and 1t emerged 
from the meeting that the Community was disposed to 
provide that help. [end recording] 

Views Cease-Fire 

LD2907195891 Paris Antenne-2 Television Network 

in French 1800 GMT 29 Jul 91 

[Excerpts] Meeting once again in Brussels on this [ Yugo- 
slav] dossier, the Europeans are trying to preserve what 
can be preserved. Moreover, France is proposing a 
10-point plan with the dispatch of a further EEC mission 
on the spot and an extended role for the European 
observers. [passage omitted} 

[Begin Roland Dumas recording] The number of 
observers have been increased, which will allow stricter 
monitoring of observing the rules of the cease-fire. For 
the teme being, there are about 50 observers on the spot: 
France has suggested that these should be increased to 
300 or 400. Various delegations also presented the idea 
that countnes other than the countnes of the community 
could take part im this: That idea 1s under discussion. 
{end recording] [passage omitted] 

Fernandez-Ordonez Comments 

LD2907 188491 Madrid RNE-1 Radio Network 
in Spanish 1800 GMT 29 Jul 91 

[Excerpts] The Yugoslav crises hvs again been the main 
subject of the meeting that the ioreign ministers of the 
Community have held in Brussels, with the attendance 
this time of a delegation from the collective Presidency 
and also of the Yugoslav Government. The | 2 agreed to 

continue the mediation begun on the Adriatic island of 
Brion. to postpone for three months the declarations of 
independence of the secessionist republics of Croatia 
and Slovenia. [passage omitted) Good evening, Nacho 
Hernandez in Brasscls. 

[Hernandez] Good evening. [passage omitted] The main 
problem now. Foreign Minister Francisco Fernandez- 
Ordonez emphasised. 1s that the cease-fire should be 
observed in Yugoslavia 

[Begin Fernander-Ordonez recording) Today. talking 
about the cease-fire. | personally addressed a question to 
Markovic. | said to him: How many people are armed 
today in Yugoslavia in addition to the Army” He said to 
me: 200,000. So here 1s the key to much of the problem, 
thal 15 10 Say, if 1S Necessary to Carry Oul an Operation to 
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disarm what may be all of the many military or paramil- 
lary units thal may exist al the moment and make the 

cease-lire very difficult. [end recording] [passage 
omitted] 

Markovic on Resignation Threat 

LD298° 204491 Belerade TANILG Domestic Service 

in Serbo-Croatian 2021 GMT 29 Jul 91 

[Text] Brussels, 29 Jul (TANJUG)}—Federal Executive 
Council [FEC] President Ante Markovic said this 
evening in Brussels that he did not threaten “resigna- 
tion” in Ohrid recently. At a news conference following 
a meeting of the EC foreign ministers. in answer to a 
CNN journalist's question, Markovic said that “he only 

noted that the country 1s facing anarchy. cconomuic 

catastrophe and social explosion. To avert this. running 
the country in the transitional 90-day period must be 

established. ~ 

Markovic explained that “if the country could not func- 
tion normally, | beleve that no one serious could take 

upon himself responsibility for what could ensuc. In this 
context I said at Ohnd that the Federal Government will 
seck political consensus on running the country during 

the moratorium” 

“If this 1s not accepted, the government 1s not prepared 
to take upon itself responsibility for everything that 

could happen in the country.” the FEC president con- 

cluded 

Markovic Confirms EC Support 

LDI907 224591 Belerade TANIUG Domestic Service 

in Serho- roanan 2043 GUT 29 Jul 9! 

[Text] Brussels, 29 Jul (TANJUG)}—Federal Executive 
Council [FEC] President Ante Markovic tonight in Brus- 
sels cxpressed readiness “to accept the maxmmum 

amount of political and expert help via the EC. mm its 

capacity as a catalyst for restoring peace im the country im 

the 90-day transition penod and for muitiating talks on 

Yugoslavia’s future as a state ~ 
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The EC support aims to help Yugoslavia return to is 
economic reforms, further democratizatron, and trans- 
formation into a new state which will join EC integra- 
tronal processes through its own efforts. He said that all 
the EC propositions were accepted regarding the cease- 
fire and the inclusion of Croatia under the observer 
mussion 's competence. 

Markovic, who participated in today’s session of the 
forergn ministers of the 12 at the EC's invitation, told the 
news conference that the EC ministerial trotka wall visit 
Yugoslavia toward the end of the week precisely to this 
effect. In our talks about Yugoslavia’s future, “We will 
put to use all worldly expenences and knowledgc. but we 
want them to be mediated by the EC.” 

He sand he talked about economic support—“which 1s 
necessary—to Yugoslavia with SFRY Presidency mem- 
bers Vasil Tupurkovski and Bogic Bog*cevic, as well as 
Federal Foreign Affairs Secretary Eudimir Loncar, who 
also participated im the session with the 12's ministers. 
The FEC president explained that Yugoslavia must 
repay $4.8 billion of its foreign debt, that the deficit in 
the balance of payments will amount to $2 billion, and 
that the drop in tourism will be of the same order. 

EC Calls For Embargo on Military Sales to Burma 

41 3007083491 Paris AFP in English 0824 GMT 
30 Jul 91 

[Text] Brussels, July 30 (AFP)}—The European Commu- 
nity (EC) has called for an embargo on the sale of 
military material to Burma, which it sand was spending 
mordinate sums on arms. The EC's | 2 foreign ministers 
sand 1m a jot statement Monday that they “call on the 
rest of the international community to show similar 
restraint and desist from all such sales” to Burma 

The EC 1s “appalled that the Burmese authorities con- 
tinue to spend large amounts of their country’s meagre 
resources on arms.” The statement also denounced the 
Burmese military junta’s refusal to cede power to the 
National League for Democracy, which won a runaway 
victory im elections in May 1990. In addition, the EC 
statement deplored alleged human mghts abuses in 
Burma 
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Mock, FRG’s Kohl Discuss SFRY Situation 

LP°X2907124991 Hamburg DPA in German 1053 GMT 
29 Jul 91 

{Text} Salzburg (DPA}—{German] Chancellor Helmut 
Kohl at his Austrian holiday resort St. Giigen/ 
Wolfgansee met and exchanged views Monday with 
Foresgn Minister Alors Mock. Talks focused the situa- 
tion om Yugosiavia. Mock told journalists after the 
mecting that he and Kohl agreed that everything had to 
be done “io contain the violent clashes.” Strong interna- 
tional efforts should be continued to prevent a civil war. 

Koh! said he welcomes Austna’s carly membership in 
the European Community, Mock said; however, relevant 
talks with the EC wall take place only after 1993. There- 
fore. Austra can be expected to become a full member of 
the Community only in 1994/95. 

Mock Comments on Talks 

40 3007085391 Vienna DIE PRESSE in German 

30 Jul Gi pp? 

[“a.u.” report: “Kohl-Mock on EC Membership” 

[| Text] Vienna/St. Gilgen—On Monday [29 July] Foreign 
Minister Mock met with German Chancellor Kohl. who 
#8 On vacation in St. Gilgen [Salzburg province]. After 
the meeting Mock told DIE PRESSE that Kohl is 
convinced that the topic of Austrian neutrality will 
continue to move further into the background in the 
future. Kohl himself does not see neutrality as an 
obstacle to EC membership and believes that the other 
EC politicions, who are currently discussing this topic. 
will consider neutrality less important in the future. As 
DIE PRESSE reported yesterday, the report of the EC 
Commission on Austra dedicates a surprising amount of 
room to the topic of neutrality. 

Mock did not receive any signals from Kohl that the EC 
might start official negotiations with Austna before 
1993. however, Kohl 1s optimistic that Austria will be a 
full member by 1994-95. According to Kohl, there will be 
tougher discussions about tangible questions, such as 
agriculture, than about neutrality 

Regarding the topic of Yugoslavia, the two politicians 
concurred on “reyecting the absurd speculation about the 
alleged plans to establish a Fourth Reich.” At the same 
tume, Kohl convinced the Austrian minister of the fact 
that all assumptions that German-French dialogue on 
thes problem 1s collapsing are wrong 

Concerning the possibility of recognizing Croatia, Mock 
sand: “If a republic were to be generally run over by 
tanks. I thiak that Germany would strongly advocate its 
recognition ~ 

()n the same day the Sertian campaign against Germany 
reached a new climax. In POLITIKA, the biggest Sertian 
newspaper, the chief editor wrote of alleged threats 
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against him by German parliamentanans. “We would 
not be surprised if the Germans turned up in uniform 
here again.” 

EC Report on \iembership Discusses Neutrality 

40 3007074291 Vienna DIE PRESSE in German 

29 Jul 91 pp? 

{Oumar Lahodynsky report “Critscal EC Remarks on 
Neutrality” ] 

[Text] Brussels—in the political part of the report on 
Ausinia’s application for membership, which 1s to be 
concluded on Wednesday [31 July]. the EC Commission 
dedicates five pages to neutrality. This was learned by 
DIE PRESSE from well-informed EC circles. It ports 
out the problems that might be caused by the neutral 
Status for a common foreign and security policy and a 
defense policy that is to be worked out later. 

In addition. the planned common policy concerning 

arms cxports 1s also discussed in detail. Mentioned as a 
potential problem in this respect is the ‘ustnan arms 
export law. which might come into conilict with EC 
regulations. Austria's neutrality—the basic tenor of the 
report (Avis) says—must adjust to the development in 
the EC. not the other way round 

It 1s also pointed out that the chapter on neutrality 1s 
only a “provisional statement.” A more precise assess- 

ment of Austria's neutrality can be made only after the 
results of the current EC government conferences are 
available—that 1s, next vear 

In the generally positive economic part of the “Avis” 
some problems in the sphere of competition (for 
instance, state subsidies) and. above all, in transit traffic 
are discussed 

The currently available draft of the report 1s to be 
presented to the EC commissioners for inspection in 
numbered copies on Tuesday evening. On Wednesday 
the 17 Commussion members will discuss the “Avis.” On 
this occasion some supplements might be added, im 
particular to the political part and, specifically, on nev- 
trality 

In the EC Commussion it 1s stressed that one wants to 

come from a coordinated to a harmonized and, in the 

end. to a common forcign and security policy. Many 

member states are not interested in neutral members. 
who might slow down this development. 

Some EC commrssionecrs want to postpone the accession 
of new members until the results have become clear of 
the current government conferences on “Political 
Linon” and on “cconomic and monctary union” as well 

as on the goals of the debate on a common defense 
dimension. planned for 1996 at the latest 
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Italy's De Michelis on SFRY, Neutrality 
4U 2W071 35891 Vienna PROFIL in German 29 Jul 9! 
pp 34-36 

[Interview with Itahan Foreign Minister Gianni de 
Mochelis by Ferdinand Hennertichier and Mochac! 
Segert on Villach, date not given: “Austria's Army Will 
Be Integrated mn the European Army™] 

[Text] [PROFIL] Is the withdrawal of the Yugosla, 
Army from Slovenia the first step toward Slovene inde- 
pendence” 

[De Mochelss] Thes 1s typscally Austran—you see only 
part of the problem. The rssuc 1s not only Slovenia—this 
would mean seeing the matter too narrowly. The incor- 
rect attstude of the Austnan media, which are pari of 
public opimon, complicated the situation very much at 
the beginning and was not heipful for the European 
efforts. Luckily, on the end, Chancellor Vranizky always 
managed to find the correct position, | mean the Euro- 
pean position. Over the past eight months I have repeat- 
edly made «t clear to the Slovene government that the 
problem 1s not Slovenia—the problem 1s Yugoslavia We 
were very strict with the Slovenes and told them: No one 
in Europe can accept unilateral steps. It 1s good that the 
danger of a conflict in Slovenia has now decreased 

[PROFIL] What can the EC do” 

[De Michels] Bring the people to one table. Everyone 1s 
aware of the fact that the solution in Slovenia 1s quite 
simple self-determination. negotiations about the sepa- 
ration. There 1s no problem with borders, there is no 
reason for the Serbs to occupy Slovenia. When I was in 
Belgrade for the second visit of the European foreign 
ministers: troukka we met (Sertian President Slobodan) 
Milosevic yust when Supe Mesic was clected (president 
of the State Presidency). Milosevic sand: “We do not 
want to occupy Slovema. If the Slovenes want to go. it 1s 
no problem ~ 

[PROFIL] What will happen im Croatia” 

[De Michels] This ss the problem, because Milosevic 
said very clearly that Croatia, too, may leave if 1 wants 
to. If 1 wants to leave it must give back Slavonia and 
Krajina, which are both inhabited by Serbs. The Serbs 
are protected by Sertia. Serbia cannot accept that 
600,000 Serbs live in a Croatian state 

[PROFIL] What could a new Yugoslavia that comes 
about with the help of the EC look like” 

[De Michels] | hope that we will be able to mutate 
negotiations, however, as soon as the leaders of the 
various parts of Yugoslavia sit at one tabic, the following 
problem will come up: There are two ways of solving the 
Yugoslav problem. The issue is not separation or no 
separation. even though. naturally. 1 would be better for 
Europe to have a united Yugoslavia. We are in the 
process of integrating Europe. we are bringing the coun- 
tres together, and here it would be much casier to 
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integrate all of Yugoslavia im Europe than c’s Yugoslav 
republics. Thess 1s not the problem, however, occause we 
sand that if the decision 1s different, we will accept i. 
Thus, of there are sux independent republics, we will 
accept that—provided that thes 1s not a unilateral decs- 
son and that ot 1s based on the principles of the Pars 
CSCE charter, which permits a peaceful changing of 
borders 

[PROFIL] Thus there ss no problem” 

[De Mocheles} There ss. There are two options for both 
the unified Yugoslavia and the six-part Yugoslavia: 

Esther the republics keep thew current borders or they 
change them. This 1s a difficult choice. In Serbia one 
notices great pressure to change the borders. and also in 
Croatia 

[PROFIL] What will you do if Serbs and Croats agree on 
new borders” 

[De Mochelss] If they come to an with Bosnia- agreement 
Hercegovina, this 1s no problem. If they do not, they do 
not have a chance 

[PROFIL] The EC would not accept such a division of 
Bosnia and Hercegovina” 

[De Michels} Not at the cost of the Bosmans. This would 
mean going back 200 years’ Perhaps someone in Austra 
would accept 1t Should there only be self-<determination 
for the Slovenes and none for the Muslims in Bosnia” 
This would be tenble. Europe would get problems with 
the Islamic world—a bad signal 

| PROFIL] Will Europe be able to speak with one vorce mm 
\ ugoslavia” 

{De Michels} Yes. Austria, t00, will youn mm. At the end of 
July we will decide on the “Avis” [opimion] of the EC 
Commission on Austna’s membership. and it would be a 
bad example if Austna adopted a different position | am 
not concerned about that, however. even though public 
opimon im Austna supports Slovenia. This 1s normal. It 
will be the same in Hungary. Hungary will get excited 
about Croatia. We understand that. In Friuli, too, people 
are closer to Slovenia than im Rome. This is good. 
dialogue between the communities im the direction of 
democracy and freedom 1s okay. 

[PROFIL] Are you quarreling with the Austnan Govern- 
ment” 

[De Michels] Only with the media and with pan of 
public opimon. You read how the Austnan press has 
treated the EC over the past few weeks, as well as also 
some politicians | was a bit concerned when responsibic 
representatives of a country that wants to jom the EC 
tomorrow started using such language They must know 
that if they are in the EC they have to stick to the rules 
What kind of future would Europe have. if you joined 
and then blocked everything” After all, with the position 
of the EC. which some people in Austra consider wrong. 
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we prevented a civil war. In the end. « was Europe that 
helped Slovenia and not the support by certian circles 

[PROFIL] Which circles to you mean” 

[De Mochelss}] Some circles im Austria. Italy. and 
Bavaria—they are known. 

[PROFIL] Nationalrsts” 

[De Mochelrs] Nationa!zsts and adventurers 

[PROFIL] Do you mean Joerg Hander. for instance” 

[De Michelis] Perhaps u was a historncal comcdence 
that Hasder’s leadership in Carinthia took place precisely 
during the months that preceded the Slovene declaration 
of independence. 

[PROFIL] Did the EC itself not adopt an cxiposed 
position when it said that. if the Army imitervened im 
Slovema and Croatia once again. it would diplomatically 
recognize both republics” 

[De Mochelss] We never said that 

[PROFIL] It was understood im this way. Or was this 
only an Austrian sea” 

[De Michelis}] The documents in their final version say: 
We will think about 1 again. We even changed the term 
“reconsider” in the communique because this would 
have meant a change im our attitude. | advocated the 
ltahan position, which is: If a military putsch takes place 
im Belgrade, if the Army takes over power and thus 
breaks Yugoslavia’s legality and. subsequently. attacks 
Slovenia and Croatia, if we have a military power im 
Belgrade that 1s illegal according to the Paris CSCE 
charter 

[PROFIL] Then Slovenia and Croatia will be diplomat- 
wally recognized” 

[De Michelis] Yes. But I told the Slovenes: not in the 
case of an Army action that is legalized by the State 
Pressdency. even if something like that would be unac- 
ceptable from the moral standpoimt | told them that 
there 18 no way of recognizing Slovenia before the end of 
the negotiations. There they do not have a chance 

[PROFIL] tt os a fact that mm the villages of castern 
Croatia shots are being fired and people are dying 

[De Mochelss] Small-scale shootings im the villages are 
one thing. an open war would be another thing Neither 
Tudyman nor Milosevic—I have talked to both of 
them—are casually entering a civil war im a country 
where |.2 milhon people died on such an occasion 50 
years ago. The situation in Slavonia and im Krapna is. 
however, sensitive. If ethnic conflicts break out im 
Bosnia, things will get even worse Bosnia is a witch's 
cauldron, and if things crupt in Kosovo. this would be 
the end of everything 

[PROFIL] What wll you do then’ 
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[De Michelss] | do not know, I do not even want to think 
about i 

[PROF!L] What would the confederation of Yugoslavia 
look hike, whech you consider achievabic” 

[De Mochelss] Thies confederation would keep ceriam 
functions, such as defense. currency. and foreign policy. 
ht also would have to guaranice minority mghts 1m the 
wndivedual republics. There « might also get support 
from the EC and the CSCE. Let us take South Tirol, for 
imstance. There Italy has accepted that another soveremgn 

State legally acts as the protector. Austra has the mghi to 
supervise the concerns of the German-speaking minority 
in Italy. The United Nations was also told thes. Austria 1s 
permitted to interfere im Italy to safeguard the mghts of 
the people in South Tirol, which have been set down im 
the South Tirol package [of measures] 

[PROFIL] How would you transfer thes to Yugoslavia” 

[De Michelss}] /ia the confederative level. ‘ihe Serbs 
could get the mght to mtervene im Croatia to protect the 
Serfian minorities in Krajyina and m Slavonia. Just as 
Austria has the nght to go to the United Nations and to 
say Italy 1s not dong thes or that. Seria could then go to 

the CSCE and complaim. In this way the new Europe 
could show its good will, since all Yugoslav republics 
want to jon the EC. What the EC could offer them 
would be ummediate association and an accelerated 
procedure for membership 

[PROFIL] There are many people m Austra who say 
that if one recognizes Slovenia and Croatia, why should 
one then not also recognize the independence of South 
Tirol, for imstance” 

[De Michelis] (laughs) This ss a stupid idea. Perhaps 
some people in Italy then might gct the sca to take over 
Istria” 

[PROFIL] Thes ts precisely what the Sertian generals 
claim, who add that the small states of Slovenia and 
Croatia would be too weak to keep the coastal arcas. 

therefore. the Army wants to stay there 

[De Michels] If you start dividing the country, every- 
thing 1s possible. In Slovenia somebody might say that 
Tneste was once Slovene and Italy should give rt back. A 
number of crazy ideas will turn up. This 1s why we are 
sticking 80 strictly to the principles of the Paris CSCE 
charter 

[PROFIL] Mr. Minister, Austria wants to jon the EC 
Will there be probiems with reutrality” 

[De Michels] Austna has applied for full membership 
At the end of July, the EC “Avis” will open the doors for 
actual negotiations Both the government and the public 
m Austna know very well that negotiations are taking 
place within the EC to change its structure. By the end of 
thes year—that 1. before negotiations with Austina 
stari—these internal negotiations will be concluded. and 
we will have a new treaty Next year it will be ratified and 



on | January 1993 there will be a new EC. The Austrians 

thus know that they jor thers Community and that they 
have accept its rules and principles. 

[PROFIL] Do you see any probiems” 

{De Mochelss}] No, because the Austrians will accept this. 
It 5 like the case of Sweden. The Swedes cicarly said that 
they will accept any result of the negotuatsons among the 
12. There wall be 2 discussion with a result that will be 
accepted. | have never seen any probiem for Austria, but 
1 repeat: It must be made clear to public opinion in 

Austria what they are in for: a treaty, not the interpreta- 
toon of a treaty. The treaty 0s clear. Actually, | see greater 
problems concerning transit traffic than concerning neu- 
trality 

[PROFIL] In the end we can tell ourselves with Clem- 
enceau'’s words: “Notre neutraliie—<est ce qui resic™ 
{Our neutrality—- hes 1s what 1s efi}. 

[De Michels] We already have Ircland mn the EC, which 
1s also neutral. Ireland has hardly caused any problems 

regarding decisions. Defense will certainly b& an 
obstacle, but that will come only in 10 years. There 1s 
evolution om thes respect. | am completely sure that this 
will come. You know, the situation in Europe 1s changing 
quickly, and thus also the concept of neutrality. Keep in 
mind that even Switzerland 1s considering full member- 
ship 

[PROFIL] Wall the EC include a military alliance im its 
treaty’ We cannot become a member of a military bloc 

[De Michels] A military bloc that 1s opposing another 
ome—no. But a military unit—vyes. The EC will have a 
common defense policy. The Austnan Army will be 
integrated into a European Army 

[PROFIL] What does this mean” 

[De Michels] We will increasingly pursue a common 
policy, also regarding defense. You may call « an alli- 
ance, you may call « unification. During the first stage. 
Starting on | Jatuary 1993, when there will not yet be a 
common defense policy. there will be coordimation 
between the EC and the Western European Union 
(WEL) The WEU means defense policy at the govern- 
ment level, the lnk that has also been accepted by 

Ireland The political guidelines for the WEL) will come 
from the European summit. During the second stage. 
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about 1988. there will be a merging. and we will herve a 
<m=mon defense policy. | totd [Chancellor Franz] Vran- 
utzky: The umportant thing 1s not your statement bat the 
contents of our treaty. You will youn this future treaty. 
You will not jom the Ireaty of Kome bul a new EC 
Treaty 

[PROFIL] We will not have a veto mght” 

[De Michelis] No, of course not 

[PROFIL] The European Army ts separate from NATO” 

[De Michelss] Certainly, but at the same tome the 
mayority of the member states will also be NATO mem- 
bers. From our point of view, thes 15 not a contradiction, 
because NATO 1s increasingly becomung the cornerstone 
of the sole European security systern. NATO will change. 
this will take place already in Rome in November. It will 
no longer be a military alhance that 1s directed against 
someonc. It will be a security alliance, the cornerstone of 
a large European security system. 

[PROFIL] Do you want to include the Eastern Euro- 

peans” 

[De Michelss] Over the next few years. you will see 
NATO treatees with Hungary. the CSFR, and Poland. 
For 1995 | even sce a treaty between NATO and the 
Soviet Union. Why in 1995" For that we first of all need 
the compiecte withdrawal of the Sovret Army from Ger- 
many. then the second stage of conventional disarma- 
ment in Europe. Thies well start om md-1992 in Helsnks 
and will take two or three years. Thus, by 1995 the 
conditions for a treaty between NATO and the USSR 
will have been established, and at thal moment, there 
will be a unified European security system 

[PROFIL] Against whom will you then defend your- 
seives” 

[De Michelis] Against potential dangers from outside 

[PROFIL] From the Third World” 

[De Michelis] No, slso against risks from the mmsnde. A 
security pact = a means of meurmg onesell agarnst 
something that may happen in amy country Tomorrow a 

dictator might assume power in Poland. This structure 
no longer protects me against somebody from outside. 
because thes somebody docs not cxrst anymore 
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Progress in U S.-Soviet Disarmament \ iewed 
AU 2607131391 Hambury DIE ZEIT . German 
M Jul VI pi 

(Tho Sommer edwtonal: “The Seperpoerrs m the 
STARTing Blocks”) 

[Text] What takes a long time 1s not necessarily always 
good. However, the text of the ireaty that George Bush 
and Mikhail Gorbachev will sgn m the Kremion next 
week all let humanity breathe more casaly For the first 

tume since the beginning of the nuclear arms race. 
Amencans and Sovects have agreed on drastically 
reducing the number of nuciear weapons wrth which they 
can threaten cach other with death and destructwn 
Until now they have pushed thew nuctcar armament to 
ever greater heghts. Now the spiral of madness 1s being 
turned back a bit 

The process of negotiations. which has brought about 
this reduction of the strategic arsenals. started m the 
Finnish capital of Heisink: on a gray day im November 
1969 It dragged on for 22 years—always overshadowed 
by mmternational politecs (the Vietnam war. the Soviet- 
Chinese conflict). frequently interrupted because of 
momentary anger (Afghanistan. cownter-armament). 
characterized by the changing views and wesights of the 
leaders (from Nixon through Ford, Carter. and Reagan 
to Bush. from Brezhnes through Andropo. and Cher- 
nenko to Gorbachev) Failure of the talks was often 
nearer than success and the results remammed scant 

SALT |, which was signed by Nison and Brezhnev mm 
Moscow im 197), did not bring about dearmament but 
only imposed upper lymits. which were so generous that 

both superpowers were casily able to busid even more 
missiles The quahtative arms race was hardly limited 
erther At least. a beginning was made Negotiations on 
SALT Il started withen a few months They dragged on 
for seven years—aet that tome. detente had entered a 

stormy penod because of Soviet capanwon mm Afnca and 

above all, because of Brezhinnes 5 mresile- rattling with the 
SS-20. In the summer of 1979 m Vienna's Hofburs 
Palace. however Carter and Brezhnev sgned the treaty 
chat env rsaged a parity of arsenals im terms of numbers 
and was also supposed to brake the race mvolving 
technology The agreement never came into force how. 
ever, UDscure reports about the alleged presence of a 
Soviet brigade wm Cuba brought the SALT opponents in 
Washington onto the harncades When the Red Army 
intervened om Afghanistan nothing could be saly aged in 
Congress anymore Pressdent Carter did not even paw 
the treaty to the Senate for ratification Nevertheless 
both wdes adhered to it 

Poker on the ( bewsboard 

In the frosty clumate of the cart) | 980s the drsarmament 

Aegotiations could not flournsh Both Washington 2d 
Moscow followed the siogan of armament Along the 
Moskva and the Potomac. the strategists who retred on 
supenonty—he ot by cnormous mesic calrbers of by 
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Star Wars dreams—had the sav and thought that a 
nuclear war could be won. Fven though acgotiations 
comtwucd im Geneva as of tasd-June 198)]—the once 
label START snstcad of SALT emdecated that now real 
reductions and not only lamitations of strategx nucicar 
armament were armed for—a frustiess “poker on the 
chessboard™ (Strobe Talbott) went on. First Mikhail 
Gorbachey had to enter the Kremlin before Ronald 
Reagan gave up the stubbornness of hes first years m 
office. At thew mecting 19 Geneva at the end of 1985 
they agreed on the admission: “A nucicar war must not 
be waged and cannot bc won.” Ewen after that four and 
a half years passed before the agreement was ready for 
sagnature 

Thies 1s not surprising Disarmament diplomacy 1s always 
a difficult matter as long as there 1s not a minimum of 
trust between the parties. What one side consders a 
sufficrent and harmicss potential seems to the other side 
to be an capressson of a dangerous striving for super- 
orrty In addstron, negotiations are not only held between 
states but also withen cach of these states: between the 
meltary and civihans, between rivaling burcaucracies. 

between technical uloprsts, who—as ciperts on crotnc 

thengs—are pursurng thew hobbucs. and sober cashrcrs. 
who have to watch every cent or kopeka. betecen 
practical politrans with common sense and stratcgn 
scholastics. who replace reality with labyrinthine 

abstractions. betecen those who favor armament and 
those who favor disarmament. every once of whom con- 

weders hes ideas to be the panacea. It 1s rather surprising 

that a treaty « Drought about at all m view of these 

ter secwrns 

What Presidents Bush and Gorhaches want to sng in the 
Kremim m the middie of neat week should not be 
detrheratets betittied Even though the onginal goal of 
halvong the strategic arsenals was not achieved. the result 
18 Stell noteworthy reduction of mtercontinental mresiics 
by 35 percent (USSR) and 21 percent (United States) 
reduction of warheads on ballrstec mrssiles by 49 percent 
(USSR) and 3% percent (lL nnted States), lmitation of 

webmarines eth miles to 20 on cach ade. sirct 
regulations for imspectioms exchange of information on 
locatvons and doctrines of operations. In addition. the 
Sovects must reduce a large part of thew supenonty SO 

percent of thew heavy—and thus particularly danger. 
ous— SS. | 8's and half of then megaton tonnage As little 
as five vears ago thes would hawe been consdered a 
sensation 

OM course. the agreement icaves a lot to be dewred fh 
comtinucs to permit the modernization of stratcgn 
weapons It docs not mention nuctcar ecapons sy sierms 

wm space It does not demand the scrapping of warhe ads 

It puts the cevleng for crurse mreseles at BBO for cach wide 
whoch «very hegh ft leaves Russeans and Americans im 
the powscsmon of show!t as many suctcar warheads as 
they had om thew arsenals om 1982). when the START talks 
began Thew overtell potential, with whoch they can 
cradwate cach other and the entire northern hemaphere 

several times over remains untouched 
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A New Beginniny 

S. * the agoerm.at os 2 te Degenmeng The two nucicar 
0¢e — ers are practecally crouching mm the STAR Ting 

baad: Thes tome the Degimmeng might be followed by 
progress rs...e quickly than was the case afte 1972. Thes 

may taac place im further agreements—. TART II. 
START I, START tV—but also through unilateral 
measures. Both paths may icad to the goal—f not to a 

totally nuctear-free world. at least to a world with min- 
mum deterrence. Paw! “utze. the old master of US 

nuckcar diplomacy. thenks that a reduction to onc- 

Quarter of today + stocks = worth criveng for and ss 
practocal and tute hh mt 

ht cannot be ruled y: hat on the future unilateral actions 
will be more umper ant be 5 agreements that are negot:- 
ated by means of 6 ph ace «| he world has seen thes in 

the field of convente*:.“ forces and armaments, where 
within a short tome :ac au.onomous decruons of many 

nations turned everytheng to waste paper that had been 
negotiated Curing 15 vears of MBFR talks. Reality 
stcamrolied thy diplomats. In the new cumate of East- 
West relations this mught also happen im the ficld of 
Stratcgx weapons. The new material constraints will 
mecreasingly replace the old scholasticrsm of deterrence 
and. mstead. help the art of using the abacus gam 
ground Those who play strategsc games with marbics 
will be replaced with people who are able to handle the 

counters of the abacus. An epochal change 1 mm the 

offing 

SALT and START had thew value. They were a barom- 
eter that showed the relathonship of pressure between the 
superpowers. They served as a litmus paper that ind: 

cated the serrowsness and rehability of Soviet policy 
Occawonally. they were also the saving rope, when we 
storms howled through the hostile camps. Nerther 
Moscow nor Washington ever completely let go of the 
rope. The demonstrated that “soldarty of the two 

superpowers against total war, whose first victems they 
would be” which Raymond Aron far-sughtedly defined 
as carly as on 1966. Nobody wanted the ice storms to 
mutate into a mucicar tornado 

Nuclear disarmament remains on the agenda. This 1s no 
longer based on the fear of the formerly often cited 
“Armageddon.” the apocalyptec final auctear baitic, this 

has a lheratong and inspering effect. Things must move 
on, however. The superpowers still have several tens of 

thousands of nuclear weapons. there arc still thousands 
of nuclear battlefield weapons on German sol. which 

have long become obsolete. the oceans and space are still 
arenas of the nuclear arms race 

By the way. how would the two nuclear superpowers 
want to face the actual dangers of the neat two decades, 
if dusarmament were now to get stuck: the spreading of 
nuclear weapons. carrer missiles. and chemical and 

bacteriological weapons to this world’s Saddam 
Husayns”’ The accumulation of dangerous conventional 
weapons in the hands of any kind of would-be aggressor” 
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How could thy themselves convert thei mulitary 
indu“try to civilian production” 

“it ss too carly to podge.” Paul Nutze concluded his 
memourrs with skeptical restraint two years ago. “whether 
all the endicss negotiations have brought us closer to our 
dual goal of preserving freedom and creating a sold 
peace. However, there 1s no doubt that we, together with 
Gorbachev. have changed the nature of the game.” 
Today Netze might formulate his assessment with a bit 
more optemmsm. Freedom ss on the march, peace has 
become a lot more secure 

State Secretary on Economic Aid to USSR 

40 290709449] Hambure DIE ZEIT in German 
6 Jul Vip 19 

[interview with Horst Kochler, state secretary im the 
Finance Mounrstry and the chancellor's personal represen- 

tative for mmternational economic summits, by Wilfried 
Herz. place and date not given: “The West Must Show 
Its True Colors”) 

[Text] [Herz] The Sovect Union has acute problems with 
hquidity. This year alone it must pay $12 bilhon to the 
West im mterests and repayment for foreign debts. 
Where should Moscow get the moncy from, if the West 
refuses to grant new loans” 

[Koehler] It 1s correct that the Sowed have problems 
with hquedity because of short-term payments duc this 
year, bat these problems are no longer so dramatic. Since 
March the Sovect Unron has drastically cut back its 
imports and has. therefore, more means for servicng 
debts. however, the amount could be correct. Esther the 
Sovect Umon contenues to reduce its imports... 

[Herz] and thus weakens is export capacity and its 
opportunities to carn foresgn currency. 

[Koehler] Correct. this «6 a path full of problems in 
economic terms. Or ut finds other ways to keep trust and 
thus its credst stendng. for mstance by mobilizing its 
enormous raw maternal reserves. In addition, the Soviet 
t mon probably also has consderable gold reserves 

[Herz] Setlong the Soviet gold treasure would be suffi- 
crent to spare the Sovect Umon the embarrassment of 
having to ask the West to reschedule its debts’ 

[Koehler] We do not know how much gold reserves the 
Sovects have. It 1 also assumed thai these reserves are 
guarded by vanous bodies. including mulrtary bodies. 

The Soviets should avord a rescheduling of debts in any 
case. because the term rescheduling in the West usually 
means that the party mm question is insolvent. Then the 
hanks withdraw even more. therefore. | should be on the 

mterest of all to make t clear that the Soviet Union sa 
rch country 

[Herz] However, thes does not change anything con- 
corning its acute cmergency 
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[Kochier] First of all. the balance sheet «/ the Sovect 
Central Bar x. whech was recently presented for the first 
tume, must be checked thoroughly. The Sovect Union 
itself should make clear the scope and the avaslabelity of 
its reserves. Then the western banks should ask them- 
seives whether i 1s readily on thes baosness interest to call 

in them credit lines at shor notice—as this has happened 
m some cases. If the Soweet Union continucs to pay its 
interest. | see the Opportunity to overcome 'ts hquidity 

problems by the end of this year 

[Herz! By means of new loans from the banks. even 
though the USSR already owes the West at icast $60 
bDilhon” 

[Koehler] Or by extending the old loans 

[Herz] Prolongation of payment 1s not a lasting solution 
Al the mnternational cconoma summer im London the 

Germans attempt failed to make the West provide 
effective ard to the Soviet Union m the thot term 

[Koehler] | am not drsappornted at all. On the contrary 
The London summut was a breakthrough regarding the 
politecal substance. Other partners only wanted special 

relatrons between the Sovrets and the IMF and the W orld 
Bank. but nothing more 

[Herz] Tixcse were the Americans and the Japanese 

[Koehler] Now the G-7 

[Herz] ..the seven mchest industnal countries, which 
participate in the imternational cconomr summit 

[Koehler] are already mght im the middie of a poistical 
dialogue with the Sovset Union, and Brith Prime 
Minister John Major will go to Moscow before the end of 
the year to discuss the progress of matters there. In 
addition, the G-7 heads of government also agreed to 
send their finance munisters to Moscow | certammty see 
this intensive dialogue with mised feelings. oecause in 
January the Germans will take over the presidency of the 
G-7. Expectations well be projected to Munich. where the 
next international economic summit will take place 

[Herz] So far, the Germans have not been able to 
convince thew summit partners of a stabulization fund 
which put up by the West and can be used by the 

Soviet son 

[Koehler] The stab.azation fund 1s not yet useful om the 
current situatron, because must be preceded by dec 

wons on macrocconoms«x stabilization Such a fund 
should not be wasted for financing Soviet imports of 
consumer goods 

[Herz] What should now be negotiaved with the IMF” 

[Koehler] The most umportant thing 1s. above all. short. 
term statulization The deficits in the state budget must 
be reduced. money supply must be brought under con- 
trol—st 1s ompossible that they smply continue to print 
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moncy—and wage increases must be limited In add- 
won, the Soweet Umon must cstablish conditions s 
private caprtal can flow into the country. First of all the 
Sovect Umon must clanfy the distribution of powers 
between the central state and the republics 

[Herz] Thess clarification may also mean that onc has to 
negotiate not only with the central government but also 
with the individual republecs. deper-< ing on the dirstribu- 

tion of power and authority 

[Koehler] Certamly. If the West grants a loan « must 
know who om the Sowset Union pays for u 

[Herz] What does the schedule for negotiations with the 
IMF look lke” 

[Kochier] If one were to proceed mm bine with the trad- 
tonal pattern of the IMF. a would probey take onc 
year to draw up the program for the Sovici \/mion. I do 
not beheve that one can wart tha! jong After all, we want 
to save the Sowset Union from larg:-scale political set- 
backs. The IMF must talk to the Soveens very quickly. 
already in = ugust, so effective decisions on macrocco- 
noma stabilization can be made during the second half 
of thes year. If thus can be managed, we would have a 
good starting bas: for the summut in Munich 

[Herz} What are your goals for Munich concerning the 
Soviet Unmron, on view of the retecent atistude im partic- 
ular of the Americans and the Japanese” 

[Koehler] If the Soviets really start miplementing the 
stabilization program, the teme will come when the West 

must show its truc colors 

{Herz} So far 1 has not even been possible to loosen the 
resirnctions of the European Bank for Reconstruction 
and Developmen. which was specially founded to sup 
port the reform process in Eastern Ewrope. for loans to 

the Soviet Umson, even though this bank. togethe: with 
the World Bank. could gun merit in financing mecific 
proyects. for emstance im natural gas and crude on! pro- 
duction 

[Koehler] Thes 1s correct: Because of the restrictions the 
bank cannot do much for the tome being | assume that 
the credit restrictions will be bifted im Munich We are 
now night im the middie of the process, and the Amer- 
cans, too, will have to catch up 

[Herz) If the Western partners contenue to refuse a “far 
burden sharing.” as the Germans demand. Soviet Pres- 
dent Mikhas! Gorbachev will again turn to Bonn 

[Koehler] We have to take our own cconomn posse. 

tres rato comssderation This 1s absolutel; necesuary We 
cannot follow the same proccss with the Soviet LU mror as 

we are doing with castern Germany This 1s unrealistx 
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Opposition Against Sending EC Troops to SFRY 

LD29071562891 Berlin ADN in German 1315 GMI 
29 Jul 91 

[Excerpt] Bonn (ADN)}—Social Democratic Party [SPD] 

Chairman Bjoern Engholm has strongly warned the EC 
member states against yielding to wishes to send Euro- 
pean troops tc Yugoslavia. The Western European 
Union has no mandate for missions outside its territory, 
Engholm said in Bonn today on the occasion of the EC 
foreign ministers conference in Brussels. A compiciely 

unclear definition of the term “European peace-keeping 

troops” could much too easily 'ead to a mititary involve- 
ment of the Western Europeans with significant conse- 
quences and without Yugoslavia getting closer to a 

peaceful solution. If the use of “blue helmet’ toops was 
necessary to buffer between the conflict parties, the SPD 
chairman said, it could only be made by the United 
Nations. [passage omitted] 

Higher Guarantees for Transactions With Iran 

AU 2907092691 Hamburg DIE WELT in German 
26 Jul 91 p 7 

{Report by “MK”: “More Guarantees for Trade With 
Iran” 

[Text] Bonn—The Federal Government has given up its 
reserved Hermes [credit insurance company] policy 
toward Iran. The interdepartmental committee for 

export licenses of the Federal Government has now 

decided to pursue a policy of basically open cover toward 
Iran. That means for short-term credits (up to 360 days) 
that the size of orders will no longer be restricted in the 
future. In addition, the upper ceiling of the previously 
covered amount of 500 million German marks [DM] for 
medium-term credit transactions has been lifted. 
According to a government spokesman, this amount 
“has so far not been exceeded” during this year. 

The following will apply to credit transactions with Iran: 
As a rule, the committee will decide favorably on trans- 

actions within the scope of an orientation quantity of 
DM 50 million per transaction—and that applies to most 
projects. Regarding larger projects, the decisions will be 
meade on a case-by-case basis. Because such large projects 
are exceptions, the transactions involved must be 

studied and assessed in detail both for the risks involved 
and for the question as to whether they deserve promo- 
tion. In this respect, the committee will specifically 
consider the overall volume of the risks insured and it 
will closely watch Iran’s economic and financial situa- 
tion. 

NVA Reportedly Sold Weapons, Arms Illegally 

Eppelmann Inquiry Confirmed 

LD2707141991 Hambure DPA in German 1334 GMI 
27 Jul 91 

[Excerpts] Hamburg (DPA)}-—The National People’s 
Army [NVA] of the former GDR apparently sold 
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weapons, ammunition, property and buildings illegally 

at knock-down prices under the defense munister at that 
tume, Rainer Eppelmann (now CDU). According to 
reports in WELT AM SONNTAG and BILD AM 
SONNTAG, sales amounting to millions [as received] 
were made. [passage omitted] 

The investigations were confirmed by the Defense Min- 
istry today in response to DPA queries. “The findings 
will, where appropriate, be conveyed to the State Prose- 
cutor’s Office.” it was stated. In a number of cases, 
investigations had shown that “agreements concluded 
before 3 October 1990 must be judged as invalid.” 
[passage omitted] 

The special investigators found 164 cases worth investi- 
gating on sales of materiel alone, says an internal interim 
report by the commission. Lieutenant General Ehren- 

fried Ulimann, head of the NVA's Procurement Office 
under Eppelmann, had been particularly prominent in 
this: He sold weapons and materiel for over 730 million 

German marks—including the most modern aircrafi—at 
knock-down prices. Comment on the events. [passage 
omitted] 

‘Dubious Deals’ Revealed 

AU 2907152391 Hamburg DIE WELT in German 
28 Jul 91 p4 

{Heinz Vielain report: “Dubious Deals by Officers of the 
National People’s Army™] 

[Text] Bonn—The department of special investigations 
of the Defense Ministry has compiled a list of dubious 
deals carried out by members of the Ministry of Defense 
and Disarmament and the relevant offices of the first 
democratically elected GDR Government headed by De 
Maiziere. Officers of the National People’s Army [NVA] 
allegedly sold land, buildings, aircraft, tanks, ships and 
ammunition at fire-sale prices. 

The investigators of the Defense Ministry noticed the 
following “unusual conditions and uncommon circum- 
stances” of the contracts: —T ‘ie lease of a plot of land by 
the Border Troops in Plauen on 11 September 1990 to a 
new company managed by a former commander of the 
NVA border troops. The contract was for 66 years. An 
examination revealed that the agreement 1s invalid 
because it violates legal regulations. Authorities have 
decided that cancellation of the contract 1s desirable in 
the interests of the town and the kre» of Plauen. 

—On 2 October 1990 the officers’ school of the People’s 
Navy in Stralsund was leased through notarial con- 
tract to a new and unregistered company. The contract 
is for 50 years with a maximum monthly lease fee of 
1,000 German marks [DM]. An investigation revealed 
that the contract 1s invalid because it violates legal 
regulations. 

—Military equipment, including tanks, helicopters, and 
ships worth approximately DM150 million, was sold 
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on 29 September 1990 by the director of the office for 
the procurement of military ecuipment to a Belgian 
weapons company. Investigations revealed that the 

weapons were sold at a fraction of their true value. The 
contract 1s invalid because it violates legal regulations. 

According to the findings of the special investigators, at 
least 45 contracts concluded with private persons or 
societies shortly before German unification might be 
“null and void” because they violate existing legal regu- 
lations. The sale of the following military equipment is 
involved: 

—Sale of military equipment for DM275.5 million to 
CIC, International Limited [expansion unknown]; 

—Sale of “various military equipment™ for DM208 
million to Poland; 

—Sale of “various military equipment™ for DM120 
million to Hungary: 

—Sale of 420,000 sets of protective equipment for 
DM77.4 million to the Sumer GmbH company: 

— Sale of military equipment for about DM41.5 million 
toe the BEJ-MA [expansion unknown] Military Depart- 
ment, 

—Sale of six landing ships for DM3 million to the 
Baltica GmbH company; 

—Sale of pistols and ammunition for DM1.9 million as 
well as guns and carbines for DM317,746 to the 
Harlacher company: 

—Sale of three L-410 transport aircraft for 
DM 1,491,000 to the Koenigsberg Foundation: 

—Sale of 82 boats for 882,057 as well as two border 
protection boats for DM51.300 to the Berlin Yacht 
Shipyard GmbH company: 

—Sale of second-hand vehicles for DM498,420 to the 
ALT-KAM/USSR company: 

—Sale of ammunition tor DM144,698.83 to the Heckler 

and Koch company; 

—Sale of “various” MiG aircraft for DM100.890 to the 

Dresden shipyard; 

—Sale of 10 AN-2 aircraft for DM85,500 and 11 Z-43 
aircraft for DM68,400 to the Saxony Air Service 
GmbH company. 

Finance Minister Theo Waigel (Christian Social Union) 
is allegedly pressing for new and better contracts for 
deals that have not yet been finalized. 

This might be possible in the case of leased real estate. 

In connection with the sale of weapons, military equip- 
ment, and ammunition, the investigators from the 
Defense Ministry have spoken of “squandering of state 
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assets.” and they have complained about a “blatant 

disproportion between service and counterservice.” 

This may be in line with the Bonn regulations; however, 
a senior Defense Ministry official made the following 
comment on the zeal of the investigators: “They should 
be happy about every tank that was sold. At least they got 
a few marks for them. Most of the major items of 
equipment and ammunition that we inherited from the 
NVA must be scrapped at enormous cost.” 

Some DM1.5 billion ts budgeted for scrapping NVA 
ammunition over the next year. 

Illegal Sales Detailed 

AU 3007082591 Hamburg BILD AM SONNTAG 
in German 29 Jul 91 pp 2-3 

[F. Weckbach-Mara report: “Pastor Eppeimann Squan- 
dered Millions of Marks” 

[Text] One year ago. Pastor Rainer Eppelmann (48), the 
last GDR minister for disarmament and defense, made 
the headlines because he wanted to buy new weapons 
worth nearly | billion German marks [DM] for the 
National People’s Army [NVA], which was to be dis- 
solved anyway. Eppelmann, a deputy of the Christian 
Democratic Union [CDU] and chairman of the Bund- 
estag committee for the elderly and families, 1s again 
making the headlines now because he sold NVA 
weapons, ammunition, and land at fire-sale prices for 
several hundred million marks. 

Clear vations of the existing law and criminal pro- 
ceedings because of embezzlement or breach of trust, 
and damage involving millions of marks, whose exact 
extent “cannot be estimated at this point—these are the 
elements of a new scandal which ts even worse than the 
most recent affair in which Transportation Minister 
Krause was involved 

During his short term of office, between 18 April and 2 
October 1990 (that is, one day before reunification), a 
total of 791 dubious contracts were concluded. Defense 
Minister Gerhard Stoltenberg (CDU) ordered 10 special 
investigators to examine the legacy that he inherited 
from Eppelmann. Another 15 officials will start investi- 
gations later this month (costs for the taxpayers: about 
DM 200.000 per month). 

According to an internal note, whose text 1s available to 
BILD AM SONNTAG, examinations of “investigation 
cases in the new laender™ have led to “a total of 10 
criminal proceedings.” The “Investigation Office for 
Special Cases” (ES) expects that the clearing-up will not 
be complicted “before the end of 1993." In the first 
interim report, the investigetors told Stoltenberg at the 
end of 1990: “At this pont, the ES knows of about 44 
contracts that involve the sale of NVA material.” Siol- 
tenberg advised the investigators to avoid any stir and to 
carry out their investigations in silence. 
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However, the hard-boiled special investigators finally 
discovered, to their great surprise, “164 investigation 
cases” linked with the sale of military equipment. Licu- 
tenant General Ehrenfned Ullmann. head of the NVA 
office for the procurement of military equipment, was 
particularly active in this connection. He alone sold 

weapons and maternal worth over DM730 millhon— 
including most sophisticated aircraft—at fire-sale prices. 

Asa matter of fact. such sales were also explicitly banned 
under former GDR law. After 30 August 1990, when the 
second implementing decree of the Trust Agency law 
took effect. the “Trust Agency was entitled to dispose of 
selected military equipment of the NVA” 

However, the opposite took place: The large-scale sellout 

started after this date. Eppelmann’s weapons dealers 
simply ignored the signing of the unification treaty (31 
August 1991). They also disregarded a written reminder 
by State Secretary Holger Pfahis from the Defense Min- 
IStry, sent to his colleague, State Secretary Werner Ablass 
in East Berlin, on 3 September 1990: “Decisions on the 
sale and the surrender of resources are to be coordinated 
with the defense minister in the future through our 
haison group at the Ministry for Disarmament and 

Defense in Strausberg.” 

Ablass had no intention of coordinating the sales and of 
preventing sales at fire-sale prices. Despite that, Eppel- 
mann’s friend Ablass became the head of the office of the 
Defense Ministry in eastern Germany in Strausberg— 
and receives his salary from Bonn. 

Rainer Eppeimann himself took the cake concerning the 
NVA sales. On the last day of his term of office, only a 
few hours before the accession of the GDR, the CDU 
politician visited the office of the notary and lawyer 
Henning Voscherau (Social Democratic Party of Ger- 
many) in Hamburg to personally assess the long-term 
lease of the officers’ college of the People’s Navy with the 
best possible conditions 

An internal report of the Defense Ministry in Bonn 
commented on this matter in the following way 
“Unusual conditions and uncommon circumstances of 
contracts were noticed, including the lease of the 
officers’ school of the People’s Navy in Stralsund 
through notarial contract to a new and unregistered 
company on 2 October 1990. The contract 1s for 50 years 
with a maximum monthly lease fee of 1.000 German 
marks. An investigation revealed that the contract is 
invalid because it violates the legal regulations.” 

This was not all, however. The party to the contract in 
Hamburg insisted on the fact of Eppeimann’s signature 
and started his Stralsund vocational training program at 
the former NVA burlding. Thus, the Bundeswehr had to 
do without the technically well-equipped building and 

had to invest about DM250 million on the flect’s former 

school (in Stralsund as well) to reech the standard of the 
Navy school 
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It as still unclear how much damage was caused for the 
FRG and for the taxpayers; however, it involves at least 
DM150 million—which Bonn does not deny. 

In addition, weapons dealers who carried out business 
with Eppelmann’s representatives are now demanding 
commissions from Bonn amounting to millions of 
marks. 

Eppelmann’s officials also diverted money to themselves 
and their colleagues. The internal report of the Defense 
Ministry claims: “A plot of land of the Border Troops in 
Plauen was leased on 1! September 1990 to a new 
company managed by a former commander of the NVA 
border troops. The contract 1s for 66 years.” 

During their investigations, the Defense Ministry offi- 
cials also examined “information on the frequent 
transfer of single-family homes of the former NVA to 
selected persons and groups of the NVA at strikingly low 
prices. A total of 263 preliminary contracts and 364 
contracts for the purchase c‘ single- and two-family 
homes were concluded by | July 1990 (the implementa- 
tion of monetary union). The parties to these contracts 
are now facing a systematic examination concerning 
“criminal aspects.“ 

Eppelmann has declined to comment on this tssuc. 
Friends of his refer to his old slogan “ensuring peace 
without weapons” and his intention to create jobs. He 
achieved both goals in a macabre way: At least 25 special 
investigators owe him their safe jobs. 

Justice Minister on RAF, Amnesty for Spies 

403007083791 Hamburg DIE WELT in German 
29 Jul VI py 

{Interview with Justice Minister Klaus Kinkel by 
Michael Jach, Ulnch Reitz, and Manfred Schell. place 
and date not given: “The Danger Is Great, But We Will 

Not Allow Ourselves To Be Blackmailed™] 

[Excerpts] [DIE WELT] Almost every day we are con- 
fronted with horror scenarios about the RAF [Red Army 
Faction). How great is the danger of terrorism, and how 
do you, in your Capacity as justice minister, do justice to 

your responsibility in this connection” 

[Kinkel] We must indeed expect further RAF attacks. As 
far as my responsibility is concerned, | want to say that 
what | see as my job 1s to do everything to solve all the 
crimes that were carned out by the RAF and to prevent 
further attacks. This also involves the issue of whether or 
not one should separate the RAF terrorists who are 
imprisoned in North Rhine-Westphaha. In my opimon 
they should not be separated. 

[DIE WELT] You mean that one should not do ul as a 
principle or that one should not separate them at this 

moment” 

[Kinkel] At the moment I am in favor of not dividing 
them up between different prisons. Everybody knows 
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that I was one of the supporters of putting them together. 
Sull, to be honest, like North Rhine-Westphalian Justice 

Minister Krumsiek, I am disappointed, too. The result of 
putting them together was not what | had expected. 
Nevertheless, we must not create new potential threats 

by splitting the prisoners up again. The RAF would 
regard such a step as a provocation. 

[DIE WELT] Is your position on this issue supported by 
the Federal Cabinet and the justice ministers of the 
individual laender? 

[Kinkel] There is a consensus on this issue between the 
interior minister and myself and the justice ministers of 
all the laender and the senators. Moreover, I do not know 
anything about the federal security authorities, the Fed- 
eral Office for the Protection of the Constitution, the 
Federal Office for Criminal Investigations, and the fed- 
eral public prosecutor having a different opinion on this 
issue. 

[DIE WELT] Sources in the North Rhine-Westphalian 
government have stated that the RAF command echelon 
iS being controlled from inside prison cells. Can you 

confirm that? 

[Kinkel] This has not been proved so far. 

[DIE WELT] Sources in the Office of the Federal Public 
Prosecutor have expressed a similar suspicion 

[Kinkel] Yet not in the sense that one can say that there 
1s evidence that attacks were directly controlled by 

terrorists in prison. I repeat that there 1s no indication so 

far that past attacks were instigated, aided, or abetted 
from within prison cells. 

[DIE WELT] You are against separating the prisoners 
because you are afraid of new attacks. Does this fact not 
constitute a kind of blackmail? 

[Kinkel] No. I have described the situation, nothing else. 
The potential for threats 1s great, and we must take that 
into account, however, we will not allow ourselves to be 
blackmailed. 

[DIE WELT] Why do the security authorities know so 
little about the hard core of the RAF’ Have mistakes 

been made in this connection” 

[Kunkel] That is a difficult question. What 1s certain 1s 
that it 1s not a question of lack of legal regulations. We 
are rather facing the problem of lacking practical 
approaches to investigations. The hard core involves 
probably only a small number of people. but those 
people have learnt a lot in the past few years. The head of 
the Office for Criminal Investigations, Zachert, quite 
rightly said that those people act like an intelligence 
service. | support that view. Very often we do not know 
where to start our investigations. [passage omitted] 

[DIE WELT) Let us now turn to another subject. For the 
first time it 1s now intended to put spies of the Foreign 
Intelligence Collection Main Administration on trial. Do 
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you not see a danger that this complex rssue will have to 

be dealt with by the Federal Constitutional Court 
because these trials might violate the principle of equal 
treatment, according to which a spy 1s a Spy. irrespective 
of whether he comes from the East or the West? 

[Kinkel] First of all. the Federal Court of Justice has 
made a clear statement, according to which there 1s a 
difference between the activities of the intelligence ser- 
vices in the former GDR and the FRG. Maybe this issue 
will end up at the Constitutional Court. 

[DIE WELT] Would it not have been better for Bonn to 
grant an amnesty” 

{[Kinkel] Mr. Schaeuble and | have thought that one 
should have granted amnesty to the former employees in 
the Foreign Intelligence Collection Main Administration 
(NB: not those of the Stasi state security). At a relatively 
early stage we had to realize that. politically, that was 
impossible. Resistance was particularly strong in the new 

laender. An amnesty would not have contributed to 

internal peace 

[DIE WELT] What do you feel when you see that the 
former GDR big shots are getting away with relatively 
modest penalties” 

[Kinkel] The people must really get the feeling that our 
legal system is having great troubles coming to terms 
with the injustice that was committed under the regime 
of the Socialist Unity Party of Germany [SED]. Never- 
theless, we can do nothing but proceed on the principle 

of legality and the obligation to prodvce evidence of 
individual guilt. Maybe despite all our efforts we will not 
achieve the results we desire and the expectations of the 
citizens will not be fulfilled 

[DIE WELT] Does this mean that our legal system 1s not 
at all prepared for what you describe as government 

crime” 

[Kinkel] | would not put it that way. Nevertheless—and 
I have to repeat that—we are forced to prove individual 
guilt. This is very difficult, because in the GDR an entire 
system was built on values that were not liberal and that 
disregarded the essential principles of the constitutional 
state. What was left was—to quote Wolfgang Thierse— 
“silent and gradual terror, which left behind average 
perpetrators and average victims.” Today we are faced 
with the problem that many things that were done by the 
leading SED clique and their backers have remained 
beneath the threshold of what can be prosecuted under 
Criminal Law. The citizens have to be aware of that even 
though that insight 1s painful. [passage omitted] 

Monitoring Scandal Exposed at Berlin Police 

413007072691 Hambure BILD AM SONNTAG 
in German 28 Jul 91 pp 2. 3 

[Bernd Felgendreher report “Stas: Sull Active” Faves- 

dropping Scandal in the Berlin Police” ] 
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[Text] The telephones of the Berlin police. including that 
of uts head Georg Schertz, might have been tapped by 
former Stasi state security members until the end of 
June. In the course of a security check, Telekom experts 
discovered that 35 lines between the West Berlin police 

headquarters and the police headquarters in the eastern 
part of the city were wired through a switching station in 
the former GDR Intenor Ministry without there being 
any technical necessity for it. 

Telekom has filed a charge on the grounds of violation of 
the privacy of telephones. Regarding the switch at Ber- 
lin’s police headquarters, an internal post office notice 
reads as follows: “Thus, one must note that third parties 

have illegal access to the aforementioned lines, and that 
the guarantee of the privacy of telephones can no longer 
be guaranteed.” This means that it was possible to 
monitor police telephone lines and that the public pros- 

eculor must now find out who listened in to what 
conversations during what period of time. 

(In 25 September last year, that 1s to say a few days 
before the conclusion of German unification, the 35 lines 
between police authorities in East and West Berlin were 

set up. They were not established directly, however. 
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which would have been possibile, bul via a telecommu- 
nications station in a building at East Berlin's Mauer- 
Strasse street, which 1s now used by the Internor Ministry. 
According to information received by BILD AM SONN- 
TAG, this station 1s still serviced by former employees of 
the former GDR State Security Service. Former GDR 
Interior Minister Diestel employed numerous Stasi eng- 
neers in his office and subsequently passed them on to 
the Intenor Ministry. A great number of informal Stasi 
employees used to work for the former GDR mail 
service. Right now, all 43,000 eastern German postal 
workers who were taken over by the federal mail service 
are being examined by Gauck’s office [which 1s in charge 
of former Stasi files]. According to BILD AM SONN- 
TAG’s information, the woman who worked for the 
postal service and was responsible for the lines between 
East and West Berlin police at the tume has been exposed 
as an informal Stasi agent. Right now she 1s still 
employed at Berlin's First Telecommunications Office. 

In February 199! « turned out that even Gauck’s office 
was a target for monitoring lines like those of the Berlin 
police. All of the Stasi imvestigators’ lines were run 
through Mauerstrasse, a fact that makes absolutely no 
sense to postal experts. Sources from the mail service at 
the time stated: “It was possible to monitor conversa- 
tions without people noticing from the outside.” 
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Government Wants More Prominent Role in | chanon 

P\43007091091 Paris LE MONDE in French 
30 Jul 91 p § 

[Lucien George report: “France Wants To Play Greater 
Role in Lebanon™] 

[Text] Berrut—Glossing over the ‘Awn affair. the French 
Government seems to have opted to return to a more 

prominent role in Beirut. After indicating that 1 would 
remain on the sidelines during the nine months that 
General ‘Awn has spent as a refugee in its embassy. until 
he was authorized to leave for Paris, France has decided 
to change its working methods and is practical 
approach. 

Given two aspects of a contradictory polhcy —1ts support 
for the “legality that emerged from Al-Ta‘if.” om other 
words for the existing Lebanese Government. and its 
defense of the nght to asylum for the turbulent gencral— 
it gave preference to the latter. Observing that nothing 
was more damaging to its age-old position than this 
“self-stenhization™ and that nothing was more comfort- 
able for Syria than France fading into the background. 
Paris has clearly decided to give less weight to the “Awn 
affair. 

The general's case 1s now being pursued not by the 
ambassador and the Qua: d'Orsay but by paralic! chan- 
nels and special envoys. Edgar Pisami. chairman of the 
Arab World Institute in Paris, has been entrusted with 
the case and Mr. Marcel Ceccald: with the negotiations 
This brought a glimpse of a solution at the end of June 
It consisted of freezing the disputed $32 millon held by 
the general at the Deposit Bank in Paris, which the 
Lebanese state 1s claiming. After some hesitations, Gen 
“Awn did not back a solution which, in addition to 
depriving him of funds that would be very useful to him 
in the future. tarnished his image by suggesting that that 
moncy might have been obtained fraudulently 

This desire by France to return to the forefront im 
Lebanon has already been demonttrated in three ways 
First, by the arrival of Daniel Husson. the new ambas- 
sador, two weeks after the departure of Rene Ala. his 
predecessor. The visit by Patrick Leclerg, head of the 
North Africa-Middle East Department at the Quai d°Or- 
say. confirmed that desire 

Finally, after recovering 24 million francs [Fr] that were 
owed to it, Paris has unfrozen an agreement worth Fr70 
millon. This amount, modest in view of Lebanon's 
needs, puts France back im the running mm the different 
markets—especially in the telecommunications sphere— 
which are appearing and in which other countries. par- 
ticularly Italy, are competing with i. At the same tome. 
Brigadier General Philippe Rondot, a French officer 
(from the reserve list, and an adviser to Mr. Joxe) had a 
meeting in Berrut with Gen Sam: Al-Khatib. minister of 

FRANCE is 

the intenor, to explore the posssbulitocs of asd in the form 
of equipment for the Lebanese mitcrnal security forces 

The change in the French attstude rs welcomed here with 
satssfaction. Daily LORIENT LE JOUR. citeng a cur- 
rent munisicr. gives the following cxplanation “A group 
of President Mitterrand’s advisers apparently counted 
on the Saddam- Arafat-Awn tno to counterbalance US 
influence deemed too invasive after the waning of Sovict 
influence. But this threefold gambic failed compictcly 
after the Gulf war... Those ill-advised Elysee advesers 
were then forced to return to the ranks and gave way to 
another team hostile to the sdca of systematically coun- 

tering the United States 

Prime Minister Reviews Relations With Portugal 

P2907 134491 Lishon DIARIO DE NOTICIAS 
in Portuguese 24 Jul 91 p 3 

[Interview with Prime Minister Edith Cresson by Alvaro 
Morna in Paris, date not given] 

[Excerpt] [passage omitted] [Morna] What will be the 
main rssucs that you will broach with the Portuguese 
leaders in the course of your visit to Lisbon” 

[Cresson] Portugal and France are linked by tres of 
frendship resulting from a lengthy history and cultural 
traditions, which have contributed to our rapproche- 
ment. This 1s enough for me to feel particularly happy 
that my first visit as prime minister takes me to Portugal. 

thus responding to the invitation extended to Michel 
Rocard 

There 1s more: Europe will certainly be at the center of 
my talks with Prime Minister Cavaco Silva. Portugal will 
hold the EC presidency next year. In that capacity. your 
country will have to conduct a historic mission at a 
decisive stage of European building 

1 will cite only two instances from among the great 
challenges of the Portuguese presidency, what i has 
agreed to term “the Delors package” —that 1s. the estab- 
lishment of new financial prospects for the Commu- 
nity—and the issue of the new membership applications 
You can rest assured that France will support everything 
that goes mn the mght direction 

We will also discuss Africa. Our two countries are very 

close to this continent and the peoples living there. 
whom we must assist tangibly. We both have enormous 
responsibilities with respect to the African states 

Last, we will, of course, discuss the bilateral relations 
linking us. However, let me speak to your prime minister 
first, but | am committing no indiscretion in stating nght 
now that there 1s no dispute between us 

What lL nites Us Is Stronger... 

[Morna] The Portuguese stance 1s aligned more with the 
British view of building Europe. What are the main 
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points of disagreement and agreement in that sphere 

between France and Portugal tuday” 

[Cresson] Histoncally, Portugal has always been or- 
ented toward the Atlantic. From my viewpornt. thes docs 
not mean that thes Atlantic vocation 15 1s sole Concern 

In thes loght. 1 1s not surprising that there should thus be 
a convergence and a common attitude with the Briissh 
We should not conclude, just on that account, that there 
are differences between France and Portugal. For 

. 1 os legitemate for Portugal to defend is 

Having recently joined the EC, Portugal 1s among the 
countnes that need time with respect to the prospect of 
coonomec and monctary union, more time. at any ratc. 

than the countnes that have been members of the 
European Monctary System for |! years. What draws us 
together 1s infinitely stronger than what could possibly 

There 1s one thing to which | am deeply committed 
concerning the issue of European because it 
clearly constitutes the Community's wealth Each 
country comprising it should act in such a way that its 
specific nature contributes to Europe's development. It 
ms om thes hight that we should judge the respective 
attitudes of two countnes such as Portugal and France 

There Are No Bilocs in Community 

[Morna] France seems to want the formation of a Euro- 
pean bloc with the countnes of the South. In what 
perspective does the French Government imtend to 
develop bilateral relations between France and Portugal” 

[Cresson] It 1s not a matter of forming a southern bloc 
against the countnes of the North of the Community 
There 1s not, nor can there be, a southern Europe against 
a northern Europe 

France. which, because of its geographical position and 
its own history has the good fortune to be at the meeting 
pomt between the North and South of Europe. « well 
aware of that fact. The Community should enable us to 
Strengthen even further the cooperation and cohesion 
between the | 2—not to pit this or that country or thes or 
that group of countnes against cach other 

France and Portugal, | repeat, are very close with respect 
to important political issues, and, | repeat once more 
France will support the Portuguese presidency'’s con- 
structive efforts 
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Portuguese Are F .ample 

[Morna] French officials often state that the Portuguese 
community residing mm France 1s well integrated. What 
view do you take of thrs community. which some peopic 

Say 1S as drscrect as of os passive” 

[Cresson] In my opimon. the Portugucse community 
ressding om France provides an cxcelient cxample of 
successful micgration. | do not know whether a ss 
duscreet, but I can say that « 1s not passive: Everybody 

knows the keenness that the members of the Portugucse 
community show im work 

At that level. « dlust-ates perfectly the principles on 
which our mmmugration policy 1s based 

As for the rest. there should be no ambiguity between us 
Let us avon confusion 

Regarding the position of the Portuguese workers im 
France. we unreservedly endorse the decision ending the 
transitional penod 31 December. The new rules will 

apply between Portugal and France. as well as with 
respect to other countnes. Between now and then. there 
1s no change 

Action Sought To Ease UN Embargo Against Iraq 

40 2907135091 Paris AFP in English 
1321 GMT 29 Jul 9! 

[Excerpt] Paris. July 29 (AFP)}—France wants to see 
rapid action at the United Nations with a view to casing 
the embargo against Iraq to improve the situation for 
crvihans, the French Foresygn Ministry sand on Monday 
Ministry Spokesman Maurice Gourdault-Montagne 
said: “France will today begin consultations with other 
permanent members of the UN. Security Council so that 
a draft resolution to improve supphes for all Iraq 
civthan populations through an casing of the embargo 
under direct UN. control moy be submitted urgently to 
the Security Council.” 

France indicated last week that it favoured any measures 
to case the difficulties being cxpenenced by Iraqi civil- 
sans. The latest move us mtended to accelerate discus- 
sons at the Security Council over a draft resolution to 
case the embargo. which diplomats in New York had 
said would not be ready before the end of August 

France was reacting to a report by U.N. humanianan 
ard co- ordinator m the Gulf, Prince Sadruddim Aga 
Khan. who told the U_N. sanctions committee last week 
that that there was a real msk of famine mm iraq by 

autumn [passage omitted] 
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Foreign Minister Comments on SFRY Situation 

LD2-O7OS489!1 Lishon RDP Internacional 
in Portuguese O9VOS GMT 26 Jul 91 

[Excerpts] Foren Minister Joao de Deus Pinheiro has 
said that Portugal will do is utmost to see peace return 

to Yugoslavia. Speaking to RDP Radio. the minister 
broached the latest clashes im that country. [passage 
omitted] 

He stated that the EC trovka delegation. which includes 

Portugal and 1s currently im Belgrade. 1s gowng to be 
strengthened to try to prevent a domino effect—that 1s. 
to prevent the conflict from spreading to neighboring 
countnes. When asked whether the Boor: Declaration 
was being violatc:! by those involved in the conflict. Joao 
de Deus Pinheiro sand that ot was difficult to abide by 
these accords 

[Begin Pinheiro recurding] The Brion: accords are fragile 
accords. they are so-called impossible accords. im that 

few observers beleved they could be ssgned by all sides 

But they were signed. however, there have been viola- 
tons here and there. It 1s obvious this 16 worrying. So far 
these are rsolated cases. but considering the amount of 
armament held by the Croatian militia, and the situation 

in the Federal Army that suffered a relative humiliation 
in Slovenia. the situation becomes highly worrying and 
could at any moment result in a confrontation. not only 
between the Armed Forces and the Croatian militias but 
also involve the population 

Concern Over Kashmir Problem Shared With India 

BA 270716489! Dethi All India Radio Network 

in Exelich 1530 GMT 27 Jul 91 

[Text] Portugal has shared India’s concern over the 
support Kashmir militants are getting from across the 
border The feeling was cxupressed by the Portuguese 
foreign minister, Mr Joao de Dews Pinheiro, during 
talks with the visrteng moniter of siate for external 
affairs. Mr. Eduardo Faleiro. in Lishon today Mr 
Faleiro sand Portugal fully supported India’s position on 
Kashmir and firmly beleved that the issue should be 
resolved through diziogue between New Delhi and 
Islamabad in the spirit of the Simla agreement 

PSD Leader Silva: Party Seeks ‘Clear Majority’ 

PM 2907122291 Lishon DIARIO DE NOTICIAS 
in Portuguese 23 Jul 9) p 3 

[UL nattributed report “Cavaco Silva Insists on “Clear 

‘tayority’ When Introducing Social Democratic Party 
( andidates” | 

[Excerpt] Social Democratic Party (PSD) leader Cavaco 
Silva yesterday asked “the Portuguese people” for 

another four years of political stability, highhghting as 
the PSD's arm a victory with a “clear majority” m the 
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October legislative clecuons. The ceremony was also 
used to present a document on government acivity 
during the past four years. 

Introducing the PSD's candidates, Cavaco Silva also said 
that the party has not yet decaded what « will do “m 
alternative scenanos.” while, however. deeming i 
normal that 1 should go into opposition if the clecon 
results fell “far shor of what the PSD wants.” 

The PSD chairman stressed that the process of selecting 
candidates took place “with the normality and dignity 

that the Portuguese people cxpect of a great national 
party.” He cxpressed the conviction that the PSD wall 
have mm the Assembly of the Republic “a parliamentary 
group equal to the country’s legislative needs and the 

penod of development and progress.” begun in 1985. 
“whose contenuation 1s absolutely essential.” 

After cxtemg the “changes” that have occurred over the 
past four years and referring to the fact that a legislative 
term has been completed with the benefits resulting from 
that politecal stability, Cavaco Silva maintained that 1 
would be “a very bad thing if Portugal were to become 
again a country of shori-lived governments.~ In the PSD 
leader's opmmon, “the answer to the most urgent ques- 
thon of our current political ssttuatron—whether Portugal 
will continue on the path of modernity or turn back— 
depends on the outcome of the next clection... This 1s 
the essential chore to be made im the next clection.” he 
asserted 

Cavaco Silva also said that the PSD wall struggle for a 
“clear majority.” which will make government stability 
possible. presenting itself to the electorate with a record. 
which speaks for itself and will be pudged by the Portu- 
guese people. He added that it 1s very casy to muagine the 
grave consequences for European integration. “if there 1s 
no political stability in Portugal over the next four 
years.” The stability of national life will not be called 
mto question by the Social Democrats or by the govern- 
ment, the party leader sand. adding that he capects a 

similar stance on the part of the other state bodies, “as 
do the whole Portuguese people © [passage omitted] 

CDS Willing To Join Postelection Coalition 

P2907 140491 Lishon DIARIO DE NOTICIAS 
in Portuguese 25 Jul 91 p § 

[Unattnibuted report “Social Democratic Center Party 
Wants Postelection Coalition and Rules Out Support 
Within Framework of Assembly of Republic”) 

{Excerpt} Frestas do Amaral yesterday cxpressed the 

readiness of the CDS [Social Democratic Center Party) 
to take part im a coalition government following the 
October clection, while ruling out to some extent the 
hypothesis of mere support within the framework of the 

Assembly of the Republic 

The Christian Democratic leader. who was speaking in 
the course of an imierview granted to Radio Newsreel 
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justified his stance by stressing that the lack of an 
absolute majority on the next legislative clectoons cannot 
fail to reflect the clectorate’s desire to opt for a solution 
of that kind. “There are several instances in Europe.” he 
pointed out, “and I do not regard Portugal as an cxcep- 
on.” 

On this occasion. Freitas do Amaral also reaffirmed his 
party's equidistance from the PSD [Social Democratic 
Party] and the PSP [Socialsst Party}, showing himself 
open to possible posiciection alliances with both Social 

Democrats and Socialists. Everything depends on who 
wins, he sand 

PSD Will Wish To Remain in Power 

Interviewed by Carneiro Jacinto and Rui Gomes. Freitas 
declared himself convinced that the PSD wall not repeat 
the 1987 results. but he described as ambiguous the 
stance adopted on this matter by the Social Democrat 
leadership and. in particular. by Cavaco Silva. “A clear 
majority. he stressed. “could mean either an absolute or 

a relative majorty.~ “In any event.” he asserted. “the 
PSD will not wish to cease to be mm power. and will 
therefore not fail to form a coalition with the CDS.” 

Despite this. he did not hesitate to make harsh criticisms 
of the current government. stressing that it has created 
“political patronage and corruption.” and that i has 

managed to accomplish no more than what any govern- 
ment would have donc. if had at its disposal the same 
financial resources supplied to ut by the EEC 

1996 Presidential Election Is Open Hypothesis 

Asked about the CDS clection prospects. Freitas do 

Amaral set the target at & percent. stateng that main- 
taming the current 4 percent would represent “a poor 

result.” 
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The Christian Democratic chairman did not conceal hes 
decrsson if the same poll, whech the party won m the 
1987 clection, ss confirmed: “I would gui the party 

leadership. but not politics ~ 

Asked about the possibility of hrs running again for the 
presidency of the republic—specifically. in 1996— 
Frestas do Amaral could not have been more cicar. “You 
never know what the future has im store. It 1s an open 

hypothesss. It 1s not an obsession. nor ss a closed 

msuc.” he sand 

Investment of $2.5 Million in “lezambican Cashews 

LD2907 155491 Lishon RDP Internacional 
in Portuguese 1100 GMT 29 Jul 91 

[Text] Portugal will invest $2.5 millon in the industrial 
production of cashew nuts m the Nacala region of 
Mozambique. Nampula Province The investment will 
be within the framework of a mixed company, with share 
capital amounting to $5 4 milhon from which $1 percent 
will be from Portuguese partners and the remainder from 
the Bank of Mozambique and local private investors. 

Thes will be the second-largest Portuguese investment in 
Afmca thes year and the most important in Mozambique. 
From 1993. ot wll expect an mmitial production of 6.000 
tonnes of cashews per annum. and by 1996 production 
will be cxpected to double that figure. The company's 
main arca will be exports. especially to the United States. 
where the product wil! be processed and recxporied to 

the world’s consumer markets. The setting up of the 
future Nacala Cashew Company. which involves the 
purchase of the assets of an old agricultural and indus- 
tnal company based in Mozambigue's Nampula Prov- 

moe, will take place toward the end of August. at the tome 
of the veset by the Portuguese Minister of Commerce to 
Mozammaquc 
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Denmark Wins First Round in Bridge Dispute 

1 D2907 174491 Hetsinka Suomen Yiewradio Network 
on Finnish 1500 GMT 29 Jul 91 

[Teat}) The despute between Denmark and Finland con- 
cernung the bridge across the Great Belt has been decaded 
in favor of Denmark i the first round. The International 
Court of Justice m The Hague decsded thes aficrnoon 
that Denmark can continue buslding the bridge for the 
tume berg Tapan: Manstkkala reports from Copen- 
hagen that the key rssue in the drspute—the free passage 
ot all vessels through the Great Beli—still remarns unre- 
solved 

|(Mansikkala)}) The mtenm judgment issucd by the 
International Court of Justice in The Hague an hour ago 
was unanimous) Denmark need not micrrupt the 

buslding proyect of the castern bridge across the Great 
Belt. Thes decrsson 1s only the first step that will not 
resolve the main dispute between Finland and Denmark 
Finland demands that all vessels must have the nght of 
free passage through the Great Belt. without any hin- 
drance by the bredge structures, even if the vessels are 
2) metre-tigh drilling platforms. The examination of 
thes main dispute at the International Court of Justice 
will take another two to three years. Finland lost the first 
round today. Finland demanded that Denmark must 
stop the burlding of the castern part of the Great Belt 
bridge for the duration of the court hearing of the main 
dispute. because the bridge construction plans did not 
take mmto account Finland's demands at all. Finland also 
wanted to prevent designing the bridge in such a way that 
any changes or the implementation of the final yudgment 
will become mmpossibic 

The International Court of Justice un The Hague has mn 
its own judgment this time listened to Denmark more 
than to Finland. For Denmark. the mmterruption of the 
bredge proyect. even temporanly, would have caused 
additionals costs of 2 tilhon markkas. In Denmark's 
view thes was completely futsle, because there will be 
tome to decide the main dispute in The Hague before the 
bridge project 1s at the stage of realrsatvon as regards the 
castern bridge. and the International Court of Justice 
Stresses thes fact im its arguments. According to the 
( ourt, Finland was not able to show that the continua- 
thon of the work on the bridge would cause Finland 
problems before the year 1995, that s before the Inier- 
national Court of Justice has given its final pudgment 

Finland also wants to force Denmark to the negotiation 
table with the asd of the International Court of Justice mn 
The Hague Interrupting the bridge work would have 
helped. but today’s judgement docs not give Finland 
even thes support: Denmark has announced through the 
mouth of Prime Minister Poul Schluter that no more 
changes will be nade in the bridge plans. This stand will 
probably hold at least for the next two or three years 
During that tome, the 16 judges of the International 
Court of Justice in The Hague. of whom one is Finnish 
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and one Danrsh. will consider the solution to the maim 
dispute: What the free passage of vessels mm the Great 
Beht really means 

Even after today there will be two alternatives: The 
Hague Court may force Denmark to make the changes 
demanded by Finland im the bridge. or cise Rauma- 
Repola will have to develop a acw drilling platform. 
which can pass under the bridge That decrsson will thes 
be final. there ss no appeal 

The Sovict Unson emerged to support Finland at the last 

moment. It. too. has cupressed the veew that the Great 

Beh bridge will prevent froe passage. From Finland's 
port of view of ms. however, awkward that thi view, 

presenied via varnous diplomatic channels to Denmark. 
has not been followed by any official Soviet protest to 
Denmark. It 1s useless for the Sovect LU nson to complam 
to the International Court of Justice m The Hague. 
because the Sovect LU nion does not recognize its surrsdic- 
thon mm such matters. The other Baltsc countnes do not 
build such tug vessels. Thus Finland has to continue its 
fight against the Great Beh bridge alone. and the first 
round went to Denmark 

Denmark 

* Conservatives Back Away From Monetary | nion 

VIENO6RIC Copenhagen BERLINGSAE AFTEN 

in Danish S-11 Jul 9l pp 1.8 

[Michael Kristiansen article “The EC Is Good— 

Denmark Is Better™] 

[Text] New opposition to the EC. The Conservatives 
have switched their signals on the EC. The Liberal 
government colleagues are extremely annoyed Anders 
Fogh Rasmussen and Henning Dyremose are locking 
horns behind the scenes 

On Monday 10 June the Conservative Folketing group 
was invited to a small mecting at the Finance Ministry 
by their minister, Henning Dyremose. To gct a look at 
the ministry. the party associates visited him on hes darly 

surroundings and received a little political input Jorgen 
Rosted, assistant secretary of the ministry and one of 
Dyremose's trusted staff members, took care of the last 
item He gave—as he plainly emphasized—an uncen- 
sored presentation of the EC's monctary union Rosted 
was extremely critevcal and told the Conservative 

Folketing members among other things that in his 
opimon there 1s no reason at all to get md of the Danish 
krone. Exther now or later. The European currency unit 
(ECU) can run on plastic. currency can continue to be 
national 

The presentation was very inspiring. as several Folketing 
members put 1 Here was something the increasingly 
critical and nationally aware Conservative Folketing 
members could develop further And just 14 days later. 
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following the summer mecting of the Folketung group. its 
deputy charrman, Henning Grove. made a move 

The krone should be preserved. The ECU should provide 

more annoyed by the Conservative signals. Especially 
Tax and Economic Affairs Minister Anders Fogh Ras- 
mussen who 1s conducting the negotiations on the EC 
monctary umon on Denmark's behalf, Fogh Rasmus- 
sens writathon was duc not only to the Conservative 
attitude but also to Finance Minister Henning Dyre- 
moses cxpansion of his Finance Monestry staff im the 
ECU area. Publicly Finance Minister Henning Dyre- 
mose took the Conservatives severely to task. asking 
them to take  casy and stop jcopardizing Danish 
unanimity 

Behind the scenes Anders Fogh Rasmussen sent his 
colleague m the Finance Ministry a very outspoken 
letter, Fogh Rasmussen wrote to Henning Dyremose 

“I have noteced that your system has established cxten- 
sive procedures on EC work. Of course I see the need for 
thes in connection with the ongomng work on budgct 
maticrs, but | am somewhat surprised to read im 
BORSEN that you have set up a specsal ECU office. This 
gives the public an extremely unfortunate impression of 
dual activity and control in the two muenistrnes. There is 
a grave risk that possible disagreements could damage 
our negotiating position 

“Of course my staff workers mm the Econom Affairs 
Ministry are entirely at your disposal to provide you with 
assistance on the ECU and the work mm Eco-Finance | 
would appreciate it if you asked your ministry to comply 
with thes arrangement as | assume that we still agree that 
the ECL and Eco-Finance come withen the jurisdiction 
of the Economuec Affairs Ministry.” 

The crisis between the two combatants was so serous 
that Prome Minister Poul Schluter took tome during his 
trp to Asa to call Henning Dyremose and ask for an 
e.planation 

Dyremose has now told the weekend edition of BER. 
LINGSKE AFTEN that there are no mnternal probiems— 
but that on view of the EC's growing wmportance for 
national fiscal policies he “obviously has to change bis 
system accordingly ~ 

Not a Blanict | adersvement 

Henning Dyremose also categorically deneed that the 
Comservative Party has changed ts stand on EC cooper- 
atvon The finance mensster saed that pest because Den- 
mark has seed ves to the EC docs not mean that ec will 

always endorse everytheng om the EC But of the Conser- 
vateves arc cretecal &f os “purely out of lowe for the EC ~ 

The finance meneter sand the disxcuswon of 2 sort 
currency “ss of absolutely no ummedite wmterest. There 
tS MO reason to have a theoretecal dchate on the maticr ~ 
Denmark's EC Commmson member, Henning Cristo- 
phersen. says that a common currency ell be a reality Dy 

the vear 2000) 

Henning Dyremose 1s very satesfied with. the EC summa 

mecting that has pust ended where he says the Dug binding 
plans and sicas on monctary umon and federation 
concepts were postponed to the ncul century of shelved 

altogether 

Among hrs Liberal government colleagues the feeling 1s 
the cract opposite 

Even though the finance monister flatly denses that the 
Conservative Party has changed on the EC issue us 2 
very long way from Prme Miniter Poul Schiuter’s 
famous speech im London on 20 September 1988 on the 
disappearance of national states. to Conservative market 
policy spokesman Henning Grove who now says 

“The Conservative Party wants a Europe of ‘countnes 
We would lke to be Europeans bul we have our reeer- 

vations. The EC should not make any more decisons 

than those that are albwolutely necessary to make a free 

market work ~ 

It « precisely Poul Schluter’s London speech and the 

prime munister’s sdea of a “federation” of the Liberal 
and ( onser ative partes—presented in connection with 

the Conservative Party's anniversary in February 
199)—that many Conservative Folketing members 
regard as serous “belly flops” which have led the rear 
guard to react 

But it was not unt! thes vear that the renewed nationalist 
thinking—which 1s currently causing a serous mft im the 
Conservatives’ sister party om England. where the 
deposed Margarct Thatcher has warned strongly against 
further European integratron—made any real headway 

A Nenseocialist | europe 

“The EC moving toward a planned economy ~ “The EC 
threat to Danwh cheese ” “The EC should not contro! 

the Danish labor market” “The EC must keep its hands 
off social security penwons ~ “Henning Christophersen 

has forgotien hrs past ~ “No to Delors as supreme prime 
minisicr — 
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No. thes = sot a revwrwal of the Popular Mowement 
Agarnst the EC but a sciection from the numerous press 
rekeases Comservative spokesman Henning Crrove has 
msucd om the last half year 

Henning Grove told us “We have now reached the 
phase where democracy must Se cipanded nm the EC and 
therefore st 1s quite natural thai a fight has broken out 
between the left and mght wings The European icft wing 
8 tradsteonally more centraiest than ee comsuder benecfi- 
cual. We weew the comeng years as a struggle betecen a 
“xsalest and a nomsocual Europe and naturally ec 
want the laticr. whech ms why we are strongly opposed to 
the tendency to ict the EC regulate everytheng And 

therefore we arc against an EC federation and the 
surrender of national iegrsiation to an EC government 
Limon «= still dead as a doornal just as the great 

European federator. the Sovwet Union. = dead as a 
doorna:l ~ 

Group's Decision 

Henning Groves numerous press releases were collected 
m the sprong by group chairman Lars P_ Garnmeigaard. 
who took the inmtiative om sending out a whole catalog of 
imstances where be thenks the EC has run amok Because 
of the group chairman's miroduction to the Iest. the 
public debate focused almost cactusively on the EC 
directive concerning the standard for straightness mm EC 
cucumbers 

But the catalog includes criticism of the EC's position on 
everything from the standardization of margarine pack. 
ages to bureaucratic systems for from banks 
and savings institutions. The EC Commission reviewed 
the rssucs and sent Gammeigaard a comprehensive reply 
on 12 June 

The response from the EC Commission was discussed at 
the Conservative summer group mecting at Christians 
borg on 24 June and Lars P. Gammeigaard received 
broad suppor!—also from the ministers—with regard to 
the idea of criticizing EC measures that are out of line 
with good common sense 

But at the same time Gammelgaard also had hrs “wings 
chipped.” whech means that the matier 1s closed and the 
style will be changed im the future. Conservative skepti- 
crm will now be cupressed more senousy 

Therefore the grour decided at the mecting to air the 
Conservative opposition to the ECU 

Differences 

While the left wing i moving swiftly toward more 
positive E© positions, the Conservative Party has slowed 
its tempo. rained its traditional national fag and 
sounded the alarm 

Defining its stand on the EC at the same time gives the 
party a welcome opportunity to differentiate itself from 
the Liberal Party which 1s slowly and sicadily creeping 
ahead of the Conservatives in the opimon polls 
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Henning Grove denies that short-term voter profiling 1s 
mvolved because Dancs are mot very mieresied m the 
EC. but he os sure that « well benefit the party mm the long 
run of «&t has the courage to rarse obyections when the EC 
goes on 2 derectvon the Conservatives don't hke 

Foren Mounrstcr | fic Eliemann-Jensen aimed a strong 
blow at the Conservatives on 25 June and asked them to 
think about the Danish consensus on the EC 

Comsern ative formgn polcy spokesman Nicts Ahimann- 
Ohisen sacd: “lt 5 clear that we must be careful that the 
Socsalest Peopic’s Party and the Socal Democrats don't 
practice pru-prtsu on the government becaus we send out 

different sagnals 

“But thes = the end of the Conservatives ‘pardon us. 
we're part of the government too’ policy. Now we are 
saying what we thenk about the EC and there are a lot of 
things we would lke to have changed ~ 

Premer Aho Wants Opposition Support for Budget 

LD2907 208491 Helsinki Suomen Yiewradio Network 

in Finnish 1300 GMT 29 Jul 91 

[Interview with Prome Minister Esko Aho by unident- 
fied reporter. place and date not given—recorded] 

[Text] According to Prime Minister Esko Aho. the 
draftong of next year’s budget seems to be proceeding 
without any political conflicts. In Aho's view, the gov- 

decisons, we are prepared for that. too, provided that 
the opposition then makes possible for us to do that 
through changes in the Constitution. 

[Reporter] What about the social contract” If the labor 
market organisations reject ut. what effects, political 
effects, will t have” 

[Aho] That will not mean, from the point of view of the 
government. that we would be pushed to the wall, 1 will 
only mean that in that case the imterest groups have 

this 

ments, all working together. Then 
another path. which we have in fact started following 
a certain cxtent, « means that market forces will deal 
with the situation. It will mean a vast number of bank- 
ruptcres, high unemployment. many social conflicts and 
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confrontations If there 1s no desere to conclude a social 
contract. then we have to learn to lrwe within the frame- 
work of the second path. and the government will adapt 
‘$3 Own actrvety to that 

[Reporte | You want to have the replies to thes socul 
contract during August* 

[Aho] | would bike to know as soon as possible whether 
the interest groups are ready for such acgotiatons, and if 
they are not, then why not 

[Announcer] Prime Miarster Esko Aho says that he fully 
supports the layoffs of crwel servants. proposed by 
Finance Menrster liro Viunanen 

Sweden 

Current Policy on Iraqi Blockade Outlined 

LDIVO"1SS°O! Stockholm Radio Sweden in English 

1130GMT 29 Jul 9! 

[Interview with Lars Norberg. acteng head of the polstical 
department at the Foren Ministry, by (Nydi Hag- 
strom). place and date not given-——recorded) 

[Text] While news reports indicate divided world 
opimon over the use of any alleed force against Irag as a 
retahation for not revealing all information about 
nuclear capabilities, Sweden has marntained a ‘no com- 
ment attitude here Nevertheless. both government and 
private Swedish vowes have called for a UN plan to 
allow Iraq to sell some of its ols to buy badly needed 
food and medicine 

(in the diplomatic front, Sweden has decided not to 
reopen its embassy in Baghdad. closed since just before 
the outbreak of the Gulf war Sweden usually keeps its 
embassies functioning despite military coups or warfare 

than more other western countnes on supporting the plan 
presented by UN special envoy, Prince Aga Khan. The 
plan would allow Irag to sell some of 1s 08! to finance the 

allowed to sell oil to use the funds for humanimtanan 
purposes under strict international contro! in Iraq 

[(Hagstrom )} Isn‘t Sweden afrard that Irag might use the 
revenue from oul exports to other purposes” 

[Norberg] Well we are. that's a matter of concern for us. 
of course. and we are im favor of the plan the 
condition that the funds will be weed under strict imter- 
national control, basically be under control by LU nned 
Nations representatives [end recording! 
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UN Officials Arrive for Talks, Make Statements 

VC 2907141191 Nicoma Cyprus Broadcasting 
Corporation Radio Network in Greek 1300 GMT 
29 Jul 91 

[Text] UN officials Oscar Camsbon and Gustav Ferssel 

reports that the president of the Republic 1s planning to 
visit Athens soon 

V asiliow Criticizes Opponents of Federation 

VC 2007124391 Nicoma O FILELEVTHEROS 
on Greek 29 Jul 91 p 16 

[Text] “Ignoring reality, some people oppose a federal 
solution With empty and deceptive slogans, they seek to 
use sentiment to mraguide the people, disregarding the 
comsequences such a policy may have for Cyprus.” 

President Yeoryros Vasshou made this statement last night 
mm a speech at a ceremony to honor Makanos 
111 at the Ethnarch Makanos II! cultural center in Panayia 
He noted that “with extremist and unrealistic positions. 
they seck to biock all procedures that may lead to a 

solution With references to other tumes and old situations. 
they presented seemingly smpi> solutions that may per- 
haps gain applause but not our country's salvation ~ 
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Pressdent Vasilvow referred to Ethnarch Makanos 
sacred legacy which. he sued. guided the National 
Council when 1 drew up its proposals for the solution we 
all seck mm 1989 

“Unfortunately, Turkey has not yet given any substan- 
tive sndscation thal i wants to move toward a solution. 

m a solution cxupect Ankara to take the step that will 
comvince them we can procees toward a solution that 
will guarantee Cyprus’ mghts and future as an indepen- 
dent country and member of the European Community. 

“With our wise and well-coordinated efforts, our con- 
structive postion, and our good use of the current 
mternational climate, we have succeeded mm 1. grading 
imternational interest i. the Cyprus probiem.~ 

“This can be seen by the accelerating movement on and 
growing interest im the Cyprus problem, of which new 
evidence appears daily. U.S. President Bush's personal 
mterest in the ssue and his siated desire to contribute so 
that the status quo m Cyprus, which he described as 

unacceptable, can be overcome is one example of this 
movement We will do all we can to keep this movemeni at 
the highest possible levei, so that the political cost of 
maintaming the status quo becomes too heavy for 
Ankara” 

Denktas: No Solution Without Sovereignty 

742907170691 (Clandestine) Bayrak Radio in Turkish 
to Cyprus 1530 GMT 29 Jul 9! 

[Text] Ponting out that the term political equality needs 
no interpretation, President Rauf Denktas sard that this 
concept is meaningless unless 1 includes the Turkish 
Cyprnot community's mght to sovereignty 

In a statement to TAK [Turkish Cypriot News Agency] 
today, Denktas said that rejecting the Turkish Cyprots’ 
right to sovere: jaty % tantamount to rejecting their 
existence. Stressing that a solution to the Cyprus mmsuc 
will be possible only by accepting the Turkish Cypriot 
right to sovereignty, Denktas warned that there will be 
no solution in Cyprus if this night 1s rejected 

He contenued: Those who believe that our sovereignty 
will be subyect to bargaining at the negotiating table are 
wrong Talks will be held between two equal, sovereign 
peoples or communities, who formerly were two equal 
partners. Whether they admit it or not, talks will be held 
between the Greek Cyprot adminisiration in the south, 
which wants to appropriate the entire wland, and the 

Turkish Republic of Northern Cyprus im the north, 
which has halted that trend 

Recalling that the Greek Cypnots are arming themscives 
to destroy the Turkish Cypnot community s sovereignty 
and liberties. Denktas concluded by saying that the mght to 
sovereignty 18 a fundamental nght defended by the Turkish 
Cypnots for 28 years at the cxpense of their lives 
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No Developments on Mitsotakis-Yilmaz Meeting 

NC2907161991 Athens Elliniki Radhiofonia Radio 
Network in Greek 1500 GMT 29 Jul 91 

[Text] Government spokesman Viron Polidhoras, 
answering a reporter's question, said today that there are 
no new developments about the possible meeting 
between Prime Minister Konstandinos Mitsotakis and 
Turkish Prime Minister Mesut Yilmaz as part of the 

European Democratic Party's conference on |! Sep- 
tember in Paris. 

Mitsotakis USSR Visit: ‘Complete Success’ 
NC2907132591 Athens Elliniki Radhiofonia Radio 
Network in Greek 1130 GMT 29 Jul 91 

[Text] The results of Prime Minister Konstandinos Mut- 
sotakis’ visit to the Soviet Union have exceeded our 
expectations, Foreign Minister Andonios Samaras stated 
in an interview with the ATHENS NEWS AGENCY. 
The visit was a complete success, Samaras said, adding 
that relations between the two countries have entered a 
qualitatively new stage. 

The foreign minister stressed that there was significant 
agreement of views on issues of special concern to the 
two countries, such as the situation in the Balkans, 
security, the Cyprus problem, and the process of Euro- 
pean unification. Referring to issues of economic coop- 
eration with the Soviet Union, Samaras stressed that 
many prospects exist, and referred in particular to the 
extension of commercial relations through cooperation 
in the fields of shippping and joint industrial and com- 
mercial projects. 

Samaras also stressed the significance of the economic 
agreement Mitsotakis signed with the Ukrainian prime 
minister which, he said, puts Greece at the forefront of 
the countries cooperating with the Ukraine in the com- 
mercial sector. 

Samaras also referred to Prime Minister Konstandinos 
Mitsotakis’ invitation to Soviet President Mikhail Gor- 
bachev to visit Greece and to the invitation he himself 
received to pay an official visit to Moscow before the end 
of the year. 

Mantzoris Assumes Ministry of Industry Position 

NC2907145291 Athens Elliniki Radhiofonia Radio 
Network in Greek 1130 GMT 29 Jul 91 

[Text] Stavros Dhimas, former minister of industry, 
energy, and technology, described the prime minister's 
visit to the Soviei Union as successful and productive. 
He made this remark during a ceremony today to hand 
over the Ministry of Industry to its deputy minister, 
Vasilios Mantzoris. Dhimas referred to the aluminum 
ore project and said that an agreement was reached in 
Moscow for the Soviet side to contribute one-third of the 
firm's capital. He also said a Soviet delegation will come 
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to Athens on 5 August to sign an agreement for credits to 
the Soviet Union worth $100 million. 

Mantzorns said he had worked harmmiously with the 
departing minister for 15 months and stressed he ts 
greatly honored that Prime Minister Konstandinos Miut- 
sotakis entrusted him with the Ministry of Industry. 

* Former Minister Criticizes Current Policies 

91ESO9214 Athens TO VIMA TIS KIRIAKIS 
in Greek 23 Jun 91 p D6 

[Kh. A. Papadhimutrou article] 

[Text] According to Prof. Kostas Simitss, PASOK [Pan- 
hellenic Socialist Movement] deputy and former mun- 
ister of national economy, “the government's economic 
program has only the slightest chance of success and 
1991 will be a year of failure.” 

Mr. Simitis said that the reasons for this failure are 
many. Measures that had been decided on are insuffi- 
crent and even those that had been decided on have not 
been implemented while the government has been con- 
stantly retreating from its orginal positions. He added. 
“One may not agree with many of the measures con- 
tained in the government's program but, regardiess of 
that, | should point out that there is no consistency.” He 
has no difficulty in criticizing the government: “With 
regard to insurance matters and the fight against tax 
evasion as well as the increase in appointments, the 
government s. “s one thing but acts otherwise.” How- 
ever, even in other critical fields, such as the current 
balance of foreign payments “the government will aot 
manage to decrease the foreign deficit from 5.5 percent 
of the gross national product to three percent in 1993 as 
it had pledged to the community.” 

Mr. Simitis believes that what 1s needed 1s “a courageous 
and clear-cut criticism of the government's economic 
policy,” the basic elements of which are the following: 

The first is that it has been haphazardly planned and 1s 
not being implemented correctly with the result that, 
together with a lack of social feeling, there are significant 
effects on the incomes of many categories of the popu- 
lation. It is true that many Greek families have a 
problem meeting current needs with the moncy they 
earn. Never in recent years has there been such a feeling 
that we are being led to an impasse, not only with regard 
to family budgets but to the national economy. 

The second is that the economic policy goals are not 
realistic. The goal of the three-year plan to reduce public 
deficits by 6-8 percent in relation to the GNP has no 
historic precendent in Greece nor anywhere else for that 
matter. In fact, everything shows that, to the contrary, 
deficits are increasing instead of decreasing. This means 
that the recovery program will lose all credibility. 
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More Royal Than the King 

In our observation to Mr. Simitss that the government 
program was drawn up in cooperation with community 
bodies and that its conditions for success constituted the 
basis for the loan contract, he answered that the govern- 
ment “went unprepared” to the meetings on the recovery 
program with community officials. He explained, 

“When government people realized the community's 
opposition and in order to show thal they were warm 

supporters of community views they outflanked the 
views of Brussels and they assumed obligations without 
realizing what all of that means for Greece.” 

What 1s the characteristic weak point in the drawing up 

of the program”? According to Mr. Simutis. a good 
cxample is the one that concerns the planning of the 

foreign exchange policy. He explains. “The government 
18 following an erroneous policy on the parity of the 
drachma, a fact that was also noted by international 

bodies with the latest “case” being the report by the IMF 
The foreign exchange policy has been as follows from the 
beginning of 1988 and afterwards: The loss of competi- 
tiveness to be compensated only partially by the slippage 

of the drachma. The resuii was the devaluation of the 
drachma. The size of the devaluation 1s great if the 
calculation 1s made on the basis of labor cost per unit 
which 1s the most accurate index. The government's 
reyection of foreign currency parity policy as a method 

for becoming competitive 1s not corect. Greece's cxper- 
ence during 1985-87. to the contrary. showed that this 
“weapon” 1s effective. Besides, there is no other short 

term means for becoming competitive. Let us not forget 
that, according to certain estimates, between 1987 and 
the presei.:, the Greek economy's loss of competitiveness 

reached 26-27 percent, a fact having very serious effects 
for the economy 

Moreover, Mr. Simitis adds, the income policy alone has 

lamuted effectiveness in our country, as | had the oppor- 

tunity to emphasize on the basis of our experience from 
the implementation of the 1985-87 stabilization pro- 

gram. Mr. Simitis added. “A great effort should have 
been made in the field of public finance policy and in 
combvtting tax evasion and it 1s exactly here that nothing 
has been done.” 

We Are Missing the Train 

The former minister said, “Failure in meeting the gov- 
ernment’s goals will make things very difficult for dis- 
bursing the second installment of the loan.” The worst 
part is that “the government does not seem to be 
thinking of that.” “The view prevails among government 
circles that the issues are political and consequently 

whether we realize those things for which we have 
committed ourselves or not, does not mean anything 
because, in the long run, they will be judged on the 
political level. This 1s a view, of course. that does not 
correspond to reality. Because the community too 
cannot at the same time be committed by certain cond:- 

tions and to agree to their not being realized.” 
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This does not mean that we will not obtain the second 
installment, Mr. Simitis adds. “We could get 1, despite 
everything. but with lots of difficultses and added pre- 
conditions. The government ts entering a vicious circle 
of increasing compromises and assumption of added 
obligations vis-a-vis the community bodies because of its 
insufficient preparation of and its ignorance about how 
relationships operate among Community States.” 

However, what concerns Mr. Simitis more 1s that he sees 
the opportunity to coordinate our steps with other Euro- 

pean countnes for unification in the economia and 
monetary fields continuously slipping away. Our nres- 
ence in the community's deliberations 1s inadequate. Mr. 

Sumutss asks, “Why 1s 1t that we cannot do anything else 
today than just accept, for example, the Spanish proposal 
and not have our own Greek proposal capable of pro- 
moting an overall view of the countries of the south”” He 
stresses, “Those who live in Brussels have determined 
that due to partisanship that prevails in public admunis- 

tration, Greece's representation has been downgraded 

and is not what circumstances dictate. Community 

members do not know what the Greek Government 
wants. The country 1s not represented in many bodies, 
committees, and proceedings that are critical to Greek 
interests. In short, there 1s no Greek view. And yet, if our 
primary interest 1s our country’s jorming the EMU [Eco- 
nomic and Monetary Union], we should direct our 
primary ¢ffort there.” 

No to Two-Speed Course 

We asked Mr. Simutis, if things are so. how probable 1s 
the attainment of the goal which the government claims 
to have set for our joining in the proceedings for the 
second phase of the EMU after 1993, mn fact, at the very 
tame when the intra-<community clash over the speed 
with which the EMU 1s to be formed 1s still evolving” 

Mr. Simitis answered that, indeed, two camps have 

formed in the preparatory discussions for an Economic 
and Monetary Union in Europe. One secks a speedy 

approach while the other aims at delaying proceedings 
And yet those who prefer a delay do not have common 
goals. Great Britain, for example. wants the European 
Community to move in a direction that would facilitate 
the integration of the economies of community countries 
with the economies of third countnes, not, however, on 
the basis of 4 uniform community policy that would be 
expressed by an EMU institutional and operational 
framework but by national decisionmaking centers of the 
strongest community nations 

Greece, however. does not have the same interests. For 
us, it 18 expedient to request transitional phases and to 

aim at a umon at a slower pace so that there might be 
time to confront economic inequalities and to succeed in 
adjusting the economy during the transitional period 
and to have our participation in the EMU come about 
without great dangers 
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What 1s the horizon and how much later will the rate of 

our adjustment be? We point out that perhaps we will 

end up never making the effort required 

Mr. Simutss insists thal we must, al any rate. reach the 

same central pont as our partners. However. serous 

Study 1s required in the way we will succeed im this so 

that there would not be much floundering. This know!- 
edge 1s lacking. Our society has no concrete under- 
Standing about the ume goals we should pursuc. More 
specifically. there 1s some kind of “display” on the part 
of the government that 1s not, however. realistic, The 
goals of the economic policy for decreasing inflation and 
public deficits as well as for bringing the country into the 
EMU are not at all to be attained. Consequently. the 
government's plan for the EMU 1s not an attainable plan 

We musi also avoid adopting a two-speed course. We 
must avoid separating Greece from the majority of 
European countries that could sect other faster rates for 
the EMU. Expenence from the acceptance of two speeds 
i$ that st ends up in shifting the burden of adjustment 
from the countries that have a hand in faster rates and 
full monetary union to those countries that are not 

following these rates. In other words. Greece will auto- 
maticalaly be placed in the position of a bystander while 

we should be coprotagonists. We must make greater 
efforts and we must make aware that there 1s no other 
way 

One-Track Europe 

If. however. the others nevertheless decide on faster rates 
what should our position be” 

“This ts a Question without an answer. The result will be 
what | mentioned previously. We will have lost an 

cnormous possibility and there 1 no other way to 

acquire it.” Some may believe that if we remain behind 
we would be able to lay out our own way. That 1s 
self-deception. If we remain behind the benefit will be 
negligible while damage will be incalculable. And we will 
not avoid the imposition of regulations that others will 

decide on ali by themselves. Our confirmation will 
perhaps not be made directly but 1 wall in any case be 

made indirectly. The Greek market 1s an open one and 
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does not have the size to support a self-contained policy. 
In other words, Greece 1s obligated by the nature of 
things to claim and secure its place within European 
shaped formats 

We asked Mr. Simitss. 1s. however. our country m a 
position to recover from the shock of adjusting to the 
EMU?” Perhaps the crisis we are goung through 1s also duc 
to the difficulties in our adjusting to the community 
vested interest” 

Of course. the crisis we are living through 1s duc to the 
fact that our country was much more backward cconom- 
ically and socially in relation to other countries. Conse- 

quently. thrs adjustment presents many difficulties. Mr 
Simitss said. “We do not have the institutions. the 
systems and economc strength to compete effectively 
Bul we must try to create them.” 

Our adjustment will not. however, come about by 

decreasing inflation and deficits. What 1s required 1s 
development—and on this pont there are today big 
questions as to the possibilities of our returning to an 
upward turn penod. Mr. Simitss admits thrs difficulty 
He emphasizes, “We must carefully examine the avail- 
ability of the very few resources our country has and that 
1S something the present government has not donc 
Unfortunately. an old political concept 1s being pursucd 

that leads to the use of resources im an opportunistic 
manner in various projects for the strengthening of 
various groups with the goal being to broaden their own 
political influence. That 1s wastefulness’” Mr. Simutis 
adds that. just as the community observes. Greece 1s 

continuing to request financing for many more projects 
compared to other countres, a fact that proves that we 
have not drawn up an effectively developed plan of the 
means we have at our disposal. One first priority 1s 
education. Expenditures with better accountability 
should be increased in this field because. otherwise. we 
will not have the manpower im the future that would 
permit us to confront the vicissitudes of the times. The 

only real possibility for owr country 1s to have a high 
level of education so that its mbhabitants might take 
initiatives and exploit the opportunities of a broader 

market. If we do not do this esther we will icad our 

society into even greater backwardness 
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U.S. Ambassador Abramowitz’s Departure \ iewed 

NC3007093991 Istanbul HURRIVET in Turkish 

25 Jul 91 p 12 

[Sedat Ergin column 
Abramowitz....”} 

{Excerpts} U.S. Ambassador Morton Abramowrtz will 
leave Turkey for the Unsnted States at the end of his 
two-year term today and will begin preparations to 

reture. Soon after returement. he will take up his duties as 
the head of “the Carnegie endowment” (a think tank). 
one of the leading research organizations in the United 
States 

The general view in the U.S. Administration, the LS 
( ongress, and the U.S. press 1s that Abramowitz was a 

very successful ambassador in Ankara [passage omitted] 

“While Bidding Farewell to 

Abramowitz 1s a well-known official in Washington and 
carmed enough clout while he served in Turkey to 

influence the decisionmaking mechanism in the U nied 
States from Ankara. The posting of such an influential 
person to Ankara was a significant opportunity for 
Turkey. Compared with his predecessors. Abramowrtz 
was far more successful in conveying Turkey's views and 
messages to Washington 

A Special Ambassador 

Morton Abramowitz was a “unique” and “very special” 

ambassador. He was an “active.” industnous. and 
zealous diplomat. He did not represent the traditional 
school of diplomats. He very frequently preferred “open 
diplomacy” to “silent diplomacy” when dealing with 
vanous developments. In fact. he frequently found him- 
self in difficult situations due to the way in which he 
expressed hrs opimon. He influenced a very large section 
of the people and established close dialogue with various 

community groups in a very short penod of time. His 
presence was felt in every domain and he became one of 

the nation’s important figures 

Abramowitz realized Turkey's importance and the 
Turkish people's potential and creativeness. Because of 

his clout with the U.S. Administration, he was seen as an 
important clement of the Turkish lobby in the United 
States. [passage omitted] 

The Reason for Criticisms Against Abramowitz 

Regardless of all the aforementioned facts. the impres- 
sion that Abramowitz interfered in Turkey's domestic 

policy made him the target of significant criticrsm. In 
spite of all hrs qualities, Abramowitz created the impres- 
sion that he supported President Turgut Ozal to the 
extent that he did not believe that an alternative cxrsted 

Had Ozal. whom Abramowitz praised so much. enjoved 
significant popular support, the US. ambassador's 
approach would not have created a problem. When 
Ozal’s popularity significantl, decreased. however— 
public opimon polls indicated that O7zal’s approval 
rating was less than 20 percent—Abramowitz became 
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the target of critecrsm by a large secon of the peopic. ht 
would have been better for him and Turkssh-US. rela- 

tons had he been more careful mm hes support for Ozal. 

The mam duty of ambassadors ss to promote and 

enhance the interests of the countnes. Abramowniz's 

term of office in Ankara was successful from the point of 
vecw of enhancing LS. interests mm Turkey. as was 
evidenced during the Gulf crises. The flight that wall 
leave Turkey to fly Abramowntz to the other side of the 
Atlantic today will mark the end of a “very special™ era 
in Turkish-l S. relations. ADramowrtz will be known as 
the most interesting and active LS. ambassador im the 
histor, of the natsons diplomatic relations 

Talabani: Draft on Autonomy ‘Incomplete’ 

VC 300708379) Istanbul TERCUMAN om Turkish 

% Jul GI ps 

[Excerpts] Diyarbakor. (A.A}—Jalal Talabam. leader of 
the Patriotic L mon of Kurdistan [PUK] met with Hayn 
Kozakcioglu. the state of emergency governor. yesterday 
for 45 minutes. [passage omitted] 

Iraq Will Not Attack 

Talabani. who discussed the meeting with journalists at 
hes hotel. sand: “1 do not belheve that Irag wll attack. ihe 

Kurds again The Baghdad administration nether 
wishes to nor 1s capable of domg so again.” 

Reiterating that he will visit Brita to hold talks with 
Prime Minister John Mayor. Talabam: discussed the 
withdrawal of allied forces from Irag and on the Kurdish 
autonomy talks. He sand “The allies have completed 
their work. The people were not in favor of * > cir with- 

drawal, but we wanted them to leave. | do not beheve 
that Iraq will attack the Kurds again. The Baghdad 
administration neither wishes to nor 1s capable of dong 
so again. If « does attack. we are ready. We are not 
afraid. Our morale 1s high and we can retahate. A report 
said that the other Kurdish party leaders agreed on 70 
percent of the draft agreement on autonomy. | have 

studied the draft and think 11 1s incomplete. therefore. | 
did not accept it. If 1 1s mcomplete, | will say so. I wall 

accept tne draft when it satisfies all the requirements ~ 

[passage omitted] 

Demirel on Disarmament F flects: Iraqi Embargo 

TAIVOCISII9! Ankara TRT Televison Network 
in Turkish 1PPOOGMT 29 Jul 9! 

[Excerpt] Porting out that the summit between Bush 
and Gorbaches will pave the way for world disarma- 

ment. True Path Party leader Suleyman Demurel said 
that Turkey will have to reconsider its defense proriiies 
mn view of the new circumstances 

Speaking during a news conference mm Ankara today. 
Demure! said that the disarmament agreement to be 
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signed in Moscow will make ut possible for certain 
resources to be transferred for uses benefiting human 

prosperits 

He said that efforts to hold a peace conference between 
Israci and the Arab countnes on the Palestinian rssuc are 
important for the stability of the Middle East. where 
Turkey 1s located 

Noting that the embargo on Irag 1s creating a humani- 

tanan problem. Demure! said that the embargo on this 
country. where children are dying from hunger. must be 
alleviated. He added that there 1s a tendency now in that 
direction. [passage omitted] 

Passports for Travel to Northern Cyprus Canceled 

TALWO 162609! Ankara ANATOLIA im Enelish 
1600 GMT 29 Jui 9! 

[Text) Ankara (A A}—State Minister Cengiz Tuncer said 
today that Turkey and the Turkish Republic of Northern 

Cyprus [TRNC] well remove the passport practice 

between themselves 

4 written statement by Tuncer said that in visits between 

the two states for less than three months. identity cards 
will be sufficient 

Tuncer said that the decrsson of the Cabinet on the issuc 

has been approved by President Turgut Oval and Pre- 
macr Mesut Yi!maz 

The practice will begin after the exchange of the 
approved icxts between the two states 

Tuncer added that the move 1s aimed at bringing the 
exrsting Cultural. social and cultural ties between Turkey 
and the TRNC to the highest level 

“overnment Action | rged on Libyan Nonpayments 

VC 290849! Istanbul TERCUMAN om Turkish 

I> Jul Vi ps 

{Excerpts} Kadir Sever. charmman of the Turkish Con- 
tractors L non. has reported that Libya has withheld the 

payments duc the Turkish contracting firms operating 
there since last September 

In a Statement to ANATOLIA, Sever sand that Turkish 
contractors no longer have “any prospects” mn Libya and 
urged the government to take a clear stand on the issuc 
Noting that the contracting firms have property worth $2 
billhon on Libya, Sever sand: “Individuals canrot obtain 

compensation for their property by themselves. Turkey 
must review its cconomic and political relations with 

Libya and take a clear stand on the problem.” [passage 
omitted] 

Libya has withheld payment of the nearly $700 million it 
owes the Turkish contractors since last September. The 

Turkish-Libyan joint economic committee was sched- 
uled to mee in the second weck of July, but the session 
has been postponed Meanwhile. Libva continues to 
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cancel the contracts of the Turkish firms operating there 
It 1s expected that only 20 to 25 of the 60 Turkish firms 
formerly working there will continue to operate after 
Libya completes the measures if 1s taking to cul costs 

Third SDPP Congress Ceavenes, Details Reported 

Inoau Reelected Party Leader 

142907073391 Ankara Turkive Radyolart Network 

in Turkish 0700 GUT 29 Jul 9! 

[Text] Izmir Deputy Erdal Inonu. leader of the Social 
Democratic Populist Party (SDPP). has been reciected 
party leader In the third round of voting for leadership 

of the party. Inonu received 534 votes, while his rmval 
Deniz Baykal received 45! votes 

In a speech after the clection. Inonu said that the 
congress honored him by reelecting him leader. He 
pledged to icad the party to power during the next 

general clections. Pointing out that the SDPP congress 
concluded the race for leadership im a democratic way, 
Inonu said: | am now calling on all party members to 
unite around the leader in the race for power 

Elections were also held during the congress for the 44 
members of the Party Council. as well as the nine 
members of the Central Disciplinary Council. The votes 
cast for these positions are still being counted 

Makes Opening Speech 

142707184491 Ankara TRT Television Network 

in Turkish 1700 GMT 27 Jul 91 

{Excerpts} The third congress of the Social Democratic 
Populist Party [SDPP] convened in Ankara this 
morning [passage omitted] 

Making an opening speech at the congress. SDPP leader 
Erdal Inonu sard that his party's third congress 1s being 
held at a critical time, when very significant changes are 
occurring in the country’s domestic and foreign policies 
Noting that the congress therefore has a historic respon- 
sibility. Inonu sand: Our people are closely watching this 

congress and hope that we come to power. This congress 
18 the last one before the next general elections. when the 
government will change [passage omitted} 

Inonu said that the country 1s gomg through a critical 
phase in many ways and that the increased strength and 
ability of the United States to mtervene have repercus- 

sons in Turkey as well. He added that there has been an 
mcrease in the tendency of Western countries to inter- 
fere in Turkey's problems in certain fields. Critecizing 
the government's foreign policy. Inonu continued 

[Begin Inonu recording) On the 68th anniversary of the 
Lausanne Treaty certain Western circles are still making 
plans to divide Turkey. New maps are being issued 
Foreign military forces, under the name of rapid deploy- 
ment forces, have been deployed on our territory 
Despite constitutional requirements. this decision was 
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not submitted to the Turkish Grand National Assembly 
for approval. They think that they can get away with this. 
They are wrong. When the decisive votes of our people 
come out of the ballot box, they will realize that they 
have teen wrong [end recording] 

Noting that the country 1s going through a critical penod 
im domestic policy as well, Inonu said that in the south- 

east methods of oppression are being impiemenied 
instead of long-term. lasting. and healthy solutions. He 
also noted that human mghts developments warrant 
concern. [passage omitted] 

Circular Promises Improvements in Armed Forces 

VC 2007171591 Istanbul 2000 IKIBIN'E DOGRI 

in Turkish 21 Jul 91 pp 8-13 

[Report by Adnan Akfirat and Deniz Ogut: “An Extraor- 
dinary Circular From the Chief of Staff To Placate the 
Officers” } 

[Excerpts] The circular sssued by the Chief of Staff 1s 
addressed to all 800,000 Armed Forces personnel. The 
23-page circular touches on virtually every glaring sub- 
yect within the Armed Forces. It recounts improvements 
already agreed to and promises futher ones. Dogan 
Gures, chief of the general staff, ordered the circular 
prepared. Hursit Tolon. general secretary of the chief of 
staff, signed ut. The senior commander is providing 
information about improvements. even those affecting 
the lowest-ranking officers. The intent of the 10 May 
1991 circular has been described as “to ensure the flow 
of information 

4 retired staff colonel and former teacher at the War 
Academy for Army generals, said: “There was no such 
thong in our time.” A retired officer who served at Army 
Headquarters for many years pointed out that “no such 
comprehensive circular had ever been published.” 
Another retired officer indicated that the style of the 
circular differs from previous ones: “It is not like a 
decree, it 1s a report and makes promises.” A recently 

retired general gave the following assessment: “It is a 
directive, the arm of which 1s to eliminate the existing 
injustices and shortcomings.” An capenenced reporter 
who closely follows military affairs, sand: “This 1s Dogar. 
Gures’ election manifesto.” 

The need to provide information to the lower ranks 
lately has been recognized as an important issuc by the 

chief of staffs office. The circular indicates that pro- 
viding information has now become a regular feature 
The Bulletin of the Personnel Administration of the 
Chief of Staff began publicaiion in July 1990. This 
bulletin, which “provides recapitulatory and advisory 

information to assist the commanders in their duties,” 
appears every three months. It 1s distributed to battalion 
headquarters. In the new Chief of Staff circular, ut is 
stated that henceforth these bulletins “will also devote 
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space to wages, leaves. promotions, and similar per- 

sonnel planning that directly concerns the officers. 
yumor officers, crvilhhan functionanes, petty officers, and 
privates. ~ 

Al the outset, the circular touches on increases in wages. 
compensations, and benefits. It states: “thes factor. 
which affects the material and morale strength of per- 
sonnel, 1s constantly kept alive at the Chief of Staff 
Headquarters, and the office of the commandant 1s 
pursuing efforts through privaic and official contacts to 
improve the situation.” [passage omitted] 

The long penod of active service for the Army im the 
southeast 1s one of the most important reasons that 
impelied the Chief of Staff to prepare this report. A 
substantial part of circular 1s taken up by the incentives 
and privileges for Army personnel and gendarmene 
serving im the state of emergency region. The guerrilla 
war waged since | 984 1s greatly determining the needs of 
the Army. The ongoing war has rapidly brought to 
surface such problems as discipline, morale, trust im 
commanders, and dissatisfaction with the Army. The 
increase in the number of dead. injured. and maimed has 
obligated the new arrangements. [passage omitted] 

The use of the Turkish Armed Forces in a domestic war 
has effected the placement of the General Command of 
the Gendarmene within the Army. The Gendarmerie 1s 
the most motorized of the armed services. It also enirsts 
the select soldiers. This shift im importance, which 
emerged after the | 2 September coup. was also reflected 
in the circular, from personne! issues to logistic services 
It stepulates that the both the Defense Ministry and 
General Command of Gendarmerie should pay for 
hiring lawyers for those Army personne! forced to use 
their weapons. 

Regarding wage increases, privileges are given to the 
Gendarmene in the form of compenss.sons for main- 
taining public order [passage omitted] 

During the last six months, 1.300 pieces of weaponry 
were given to the Gendarmene. Its members were pro- 
vided 2.000 gas masks. probably prompted by concern 
that the Gendarmene 1s the force most cxposed to a 
nuclear or chemical attack. Exght mobile police stations 
are being allocated to the Istanbul provincial Gendarm- 
ene Command A mobile public order maintenance 
police station will be set up. Dogan Gures has ordered 
the defense of Istanbul. The law on strikes already gives 
extraordinary powers to the Gendarmerie It 1s now clear 
where these mobile police statrons will be stationed 

[passage omitted] 

The effort to reduce the tension arising from the inch- 
nation to establish a narrowly based Army leadership 1s 
one of the factors that gives the Chief of Staff's circular 
special importance. One of the changes that the |2 
September coup introduced in the Army's hierarchy was 
to reduce the influence of the colonels. The regiment 
command posits were mostly left to the staff colonels 
During their four-year term as staff officers, the coluncels 
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served as regiment commanders for two years. During 
this pemod, the commanders try to curry the favor of 
their supernors to be promoted to the post of general. 
instead of establishing contacts with the lower ranks 
Thies rearrangement of the regiments, which are the basic 
administrative umts in the Turkish Army, 1s dulling any 

imitsative mm the ranks below the command office and 1s 
prompting reaction from young officers. The seniorty 
pay to the regiment commanders was removed ai the 
tume. Now the corcular remstates this nmghi to semor 
colonels. A proposal has been submitted to the Defense 

Ministry to enable the other colonels to benefit from thrs 
right as well. [passage omitied] 

Those whom we asked to comment on the Chief of 
Staff's corcular sand that the detailed information pro- 

vided about Turkey's security agreements im the last 
section of the circular ss a new practice. It 1s a new 
practice to provide information down to the company 
level on mmternational agreements in 2 circular. In 
explaining Europe's new strategy as imitiated by the 

European Security and Cooperation Agreement. 11 says 
“The Foren Threat Document has been updated in 
lght of the latest changes mm the Eastern Bloc.” 

The arms purchased or obtained through grants to mod- 
ermize the Army have been selected im accordance with 

the new analysis of foreign threat. The active policy m 
the Middle East requires an army that could act speedily 

m the Middle East. All the new arms mentioned im the 
corcular are the type that well ensure supenority im a land 

war Before. defensive arms were preferred against a 
possible Sovect Drigade landing Bul now the Army's 
attack power 1s beng increased [passage omitted] 
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Paper Reports Increase in Industrial Production 
NC2007131391 Istanbul HURRIVET im Turkish 
14 Jul YI p § 

[Text] Overall industrial output for the first five months of 
the vear increased by 2.8 percent over the same pernod last 
year. According to information provided by the State 
Statistics Inststute. the miming sector registered a 17.5- 
percent increase. whole the increase in the manufacturing 
sector was |.8 percent and thal m the power-gencrating 
sector was 3.8 percent. Compared to the last year's figures. 
overall industnal output mmcreased by 13 percent in May 
and by 20.4 percent m Apnil. The merease m the manv- 
facturing sector was 22.9 percent and that im the power- 
generating sector 17.9 percent. Production in the mining 
sector fell by 3.2 percent m May 199! 

No Threat From Nuclear Leakage in Bulgaria 
14300710529) Ankara ANATOLIA im English 
0955 GMT 30 Jul 91 

[Text] lzmar (A_A}—Prof, Dr. Aulla Ozmen, president of 
the Turkish Atomic Energy Institution sand today that 
the nuclear leakage from a Bulgarian nucicar power plant 
was not threatening Turkey 

In an caclusive mterview, Ozmen told AA thal the 
nuclear power plants wn Bulgaria are of the same nature 
with those mm the Sovoect LU non 

“Semilar to the Che7noby! plant (mm Soviet Union), the 
nuclear power plants m Bulgana are likely to have a 
faslure.” he sard 

However, he added four carly-warning systems have 
been instalied mm the Marmara region to detect the 
radiation which could come from Bulgana and that these 
systems have not shown any indication that the amount 
of radioactivity from Bulgaria has increased 

“In addition, we are continuously measuring the radio- 
activity mm the waters of the Menc [Evros] and Tunca 
[Tundzha} Rivers.” he sand 
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